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FOREWORD

THIS is the third and last volume in a series

which aims to interpret liberal Christianity to

the thoughtful people of our time. These

books have been written not so much to satisfy

experts in theology as to help ordinary men

and women find answers to the questions which

arise repeatedly in everyday life. The first

book, "A Faith for the New Generation/' out-

lined the convictions now held by the liberal

group within the church. The second book,

"Secrets of Effective Living/
9

attempted to

apply this faith to the concrete problems of

daily life and show how it could be made a

means of Inward, if not outward, victory.

This last book considers questions about God

which are being raised everywhere to-day, and

which must be answered if distinctively re-

ligious beliefs are to persist
amnncr m,

The chapters in this vol

[7]
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of the author's experience in discussing reli-

gion with students at many schools and col-

leges. He hopes, however, that the ideas sug-

gested here will prove helpful not only to

young people and those who work with them,

but also to the ever-increasing number of

mature men and women who find it difficult

to answer their own questions about God.

JAMES GORDON GILKEY,

April, 1928,

. Springfield, Massachusetts,
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THE CERTAINTY OF GOD

CHAPTER I

DO WE REALLY KNOW THERE IS

A GOD?

I

SOME months ago two students were walk-

ing through a new dormitory at one of our

eastern colleges. Along the wall in the cor-

ridor were several niches, designed for the

busts of eminent individuals. One of the stu-

lents paused before an empty niche, took a

pencil from his pocket, and drew on the wall

i huge question mark. His companion stared

n surprise, and then asked innocently, "Who's

that for?" "That/
5

said the first student

grimly, "is for God."

Great numbers of young people to-day share

this uncertainty. For them God is a gigantic

[is]
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question mark, little more. Was it He who

made our world, or is the universe merely the

product of blind force acting on inert matter

and assisted by the steady elimination of every-

thing unfit? Does God touch human lives, or

is our sense of His presence merely a phantasy

generated by a religiously inclined imagina-

tion? These are questions which thousands of

students find themselves unable to answer* In

the vivid phrase of Dr. Coffin, they are "wist-

ful but unconvinced."

This skepticism is not limited to the col-

leges. Many older people are equally uncer-

tain of God. Even when they are convinced

of His existence they find themselves strangely

baffled when they attempt to formulate ideas

about His character and His purpose. Some

years ago Dr. Henry Van Dyke described the

religious situation of his day in this brilliant

epigram : "The coat of arms of our age is an

interrogation point rampant, above three

bishops dormant, with the motto: I wonder."

The interrogation point seems even more ram-

pant now than it was then.
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II

Why has this situation arisen? Why do the

men and women of our time have so many
doubts about God? The answer to those ques-

tions forms an interesting chapter in the his-

tory of thought. During the early centuries

of Christianity men seem to have been quite

willing to accept as true whatever the church

told them about God. When the Athanasian

Creed declared, "We worship one God in Trinr

ity and Trinity in Unity, neither confounding

the Persons nor dividing the Substance," the

ordinary man regarded those words as an ac-

curate description of the Diety. When the

same creed continued, "The Father is Al-

mighty, the Son is Almighty, and the Holy
Ghost is Almighty ; and yet there are not three

Almighties but one Almighty/' the statement

was accepted as indhubitably true, however

puzzling it might seem. Had not the divinely

established church spoken, and how could a

divinely established church make a mistake?

With the passage of time, however, more

and more people found themselves unable to
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take this attitude. The plain fact was that

the church had made mistakes, and when these

mistakes became so numerous pjid so obvious

that there was no possibility of overlooking

them, how could thoughtful people retain their

confidence in the infallibility ,of ecclesiastical

pronouncements? . To-day belief in the

church's authority is little more than the

shadow of what it was a few centuries ago.

If a teacher says to a skeptical student, "The

church teaches this and that about God? and

you ought to accept the church's statements

even if you cannot understand them/* the

student stares at him in surprise. Does he

propose to renew the old appeal to ecclesiasti-

cal authority? Does he not realize that it

broke down at the time of the Reformation?

When the authority of the church began to

wane, another external authority was devel-

oped to take its place. Men began to appeal
to the wprds of the Bible, interpreted in a

highly literal fashion. It seems strange to-day

to discover how implicitly they trusted this new

authority, and in what curious wavs thev used

[16]
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it in their quest for truth* A Lutheran leader

of the early seventeenth century made these

extravagant claims for the fiook of Genesis:

"The text must be received strictly. It con-

tains all knowledge, human and divine* The

twenty-eight articles of the Augsburg Conf s~

sion are found in it. It is also an arsenal of

arguments against Atheists, Pagans, Jews,

Turks, Tartars, Calvinists, Socinians, and

Baptists. It is the source of all sciences and

arts including law, medicine, philosophy, and

rhetoric. It contains the essence of all his-

tories, professions, trades, and works." All

that in the fifty chapters of Genesis! As long

as men held such ideas about the Bible it was

a simple matter to formulate doctrines about

God and then insist that these doctrines were

infallibly true. One had merely to search the

Scripture, accumulate an array of proof-texts,

^nd then arrange them in logical order. There

~yas the truth about the unseen God.

But in the course of time the authority of

the infallible Bible, like the authority of the

infallible church, was undermined. A careful

[17]
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study of the Scripture revealed the disconcert-

ing fact that there are passages in the Bible

which flatly contradict each other, and other

passages which are demonstrably untrue. As
this knowledge spread religious leaders found

it more and more difficult to substantiate a

particular doctrine about God merely by say-

ing that it was found in the Bible. In our

time it is utterly impossible to meet the ques-

tions and objections of skeptics by making in-

sistent appeals to Scripture. The skeptics

reply bluntly: "But the Bible, is mistaken on

scores of subjects. It may, for all we know,
be mistaken in its ideas about God* In any
case its teachings about Him are anything but

consistent. How are we to reconcile the idea

that God is love with the idea that He once

told His people jjto go out and slaughter their

enemies men, women, and children? If yo^
want to win us to faith in God, you must da

more than quote proof-texts taken indiscrimiv-

nately from the Bible/'

As the practice of appealing to the church or

to "Hie Bible has thus been gradually aban

[is]
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doned a third form of external authority has

been devised* In recent years religious lead-

ers have been appealing to the statements of

Jesus Himself. What did He say about God?

What ideas did He hold about the divine char-

acter and the divine will? These leaders have

insisted that, if we will only "go back to Jesus

Himself" and then "take Jesus in earnest/*

we shall find a convincing and an authorita-

tive answer to our modern questions.

Many of us have found these suggestions

immensely helpful. Again and again we for-

tify our faith by reminding ourselves that the

convictions we hold were those reached origi-

nally by Jesus. But it is only fair to point out

that this appeal to Jesus, however satisfying it

may be to those who are already firm believers

in His teaching, does n<3t satisfy the bewil-

dered people we are trying to help. When we

say to them, "Jesus taught this and that about

God, and you ought to accept these ideas as

true on His authority/' they make this reply:

"Students of the New Testament have now

proved beyond any reasonable doubt that

[19]
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Jesus was a man of His own time and that He
accepted the dominant ideas of His own gen-

eration. He thought, as all the Jews of His

day did, that David wrote the Psalms. He
was convinced, as all first-century people were,

that disease was caused hy demons. He be-

lieved, as most of the men of His nation did,

that the end of the age and the inauguration

of a new world-order were close at hand. In

all these points the people of that time, Jesus

included, were mistaken. There is no honest

way of dodging the fact. If some parts of

Jesus
5

teaching thus prove untrue, how can you
insist that we accept other parts? What if

Jesus had false ideas about God, as He obvi-

ously had false ideas about evil spirits ?"

Here are some of the difficulties we encoun-

ter when we attempt to answer modern ques-

tions about God. Here are some of the causes

of the widespread skepticism of to-day. One

by one the old authorities have proved at

least as far as the doubters are concerned

inadequate and unsatisfying. In such a situa-

tion how can we formulate ideas about God

[20]
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which will approve themselves to men trained

in the modem school of thought? Perhaps
the procedure of scientists will suggest an an-

swer. How do they go to work to discover

truth?

/ m
In 1781 Sir William'Herschel, the English

astronomer, discovered the planet Uranus and

several of its satellites. After watching its

movements for some time he plotted the course

he believed the new planet would follow. But

for some unaccountable reason Uranus did not

move in the path which had been predicted.

Other astronomers checked Sir William's cal-

culations but found no mistake in them. Then

the facts of the situation, obvious to anyone

who had the training and the equipment of an

astronomer, forced the experts to formulate an

ingenious hypothesis. They said that some-

where in space, beyond the reach of any exist-

ing telescope, was an undiscovered star which

deflected Uranus from its normal orbit. Then

they began figuring where this star must lie

and what its magnitude must be to account for

[21]
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the effects which were being produced. For

sixty years these speculations continued* One

astronomer, discussing the yet undiscovered

star, wrote in 1846: "We see it as Columbus

saw America from the shores of Spain. Its

movements have been felt, trembling along the

far-reaching line of our analysis, with a cer-

tainty hardly inferior to that of ocular demon-

stration/
3

Then, in the very year in which

those words were written, came the long-

awaited discovery. A German scientist named

Galle, gazing through a telescope equipped
with new and more powerful lenses, caught
clear glimpses of something never seen before

the planet Neptune. There it was, glimmer-

ing in the very spot where for sixty years as-

tronomers had been insisting it must be. Curi-

ously enough, detailed studies showed that its

size and its distance from the Earth /were

almost exactly what had been predicted. /What

was the method these scientists followed as

they searched for truth? They made no appeal

to ancient authorities. They began by study-

ing the facts the irregularities in the orbit of

Uranus. They then formulated a theory that

[22]
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would account for the facts the theory of an

unseen star of a given magnitude in a given

location. Then they waited until in a very

literal sense faith gave way to sight.

Suppose in the difficult religious situation

of to-day we follow some such procedure in our

effort to find the truth about God, Suppose
we drop the familiar and sadly overworked

appeal to ancient authorities* Suppose we

study the actual facts of life and experience,

some of them in the world without and others

in the world within. Then suppose we for-

mulate theories about God which will fit the

facts and (in a measure at least) account for

them. Perhaps we shall be able to reach con-

clusions that are more extensive than might

first appear. Perhaps we shall find that they

correspond with the conclusions reached by

other seekers after God, some the leaders of

our own time and others the spiritual geniuses

of the past.

IV

We might begin by studying the world with^

out, the realm of Nature. Some of the facts

disclosed there seem to imply, we must admit
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frankly, that blind chance rather than a loving

God stands at the heart of things* Consider,

for example, the immense and constant suf-

fering we find everywhere about us. Perhaps
the first impression a study of the natural

world makes upon us is one of universal and

inexplicable pain. John Stuart Mill once

wrote, "Nearly all the things for which men
are hanged or imprisoned are Nature's every-

day performances." The more we ponder
those words the truer they seem. The pro-

cesses of the natural world seem to pay scant

attention to either intelligence or morality.

A tornado sweeps blindly across a city, snuff-

ing out a hundred lives and wrecking a thou-

sand homes. Where is there anything intelli-

gent or kindly about that? An earthquake

rocks the most populous sections of Japan,

burying beneath the debris a host of dead too

numerous to be counted. Why such cruelty

and pain?

When we turn to the realm of living crea-

tures we find there too this same element oi

immense and constant suffering. We novs

[24]
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know that the different forms of life, all the

way from the bacillus to the elephant, have

reached their present status after an age-long

battle for survival. We see to-day the rela-

tively few victors in that struggle. The mil-

lions of losers were crushed out long ago in

agony and death. "Throughout the long

period during which life has existed on the

earth, a period f incalculable duration, the

vast army of living creatures has been in a

state of unceasing battle, fear* and pain* More

than half the species which have finally sur-

vived are parasitic in their habits, feasting on

other forms of life. Everywhere in the realm

of Nature we find teeth and talons whetted for

slaughter, hooks and suckers molded for tor-

ture. Everywhere we see a reign of terror

sickness, hunger, battle, and death/'
*

Situa-

tions like these certainly do not suggest a wise

and loving God. Rather they imply a non-

intelligent and non-moral order of things*

Or consider a second fact about the physical

universe which is quite as strange. We now

1 G J. Romanes.

[25]
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know that the vast process of evolution is itself

a confused and somewhat blundering" affair,

A generation ago people felt that all the differ-

ent life-processes led carefully up to man, and

that in the emergence and development of the

human species a unified and consistent cosmic

purpose became evident. But the more accu-

rate science of to-day draws no such simple and

complimentary picture. We are now driven

to the conclusion that our universe is "an em-

pire with many kingdoms/' and that the hu-

man realm is only one (and perhaps a minor

one) of these principalities. One of the ablest

scientists of our time writes: "The present

theory of evolution does not teach that man is

the goal of all evolutionary processes. Rather

he is merely the present end of one particular

series of evolutionary changes. Many a

highly perfected creature has reached the goal

of its evolutionary course and then perished

because it could not meet the demands made

by further changes in the environment. Many
evolutions have therefore been finished, while

others are apparently waiting an opportunity

[26]
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to speed up toward some new goal,"
fl

Life,

then, is no simple and perfectly proportioned

pyramid with the innumerable lower species

forming its broad base and man its proud apex.

Rather life resembles those curious clumps of

vegetation that hang in florists* windows, and

send out shoots of many forms in many differ-

ent directions. While our human species con-

tinues its development the slow stars have their

evolution too* What possible connection is

there between their cycle and ours? While

humanity's growth continues there is a paral-

lel process of development among" the invisible

microbes that may at any moment launch a

deadly attack upon us. In their case it is

power to kill rather than power to help which

guarantees survival What evidence is there

in these situations of a wise and loving Father,

ordering aright the affairs of His human chil-

dren?

! Confronted by newly discovered facts like

hese many of the educated people of our

time abandon the old faith in a God of intelli-

8 H. H. Newman.

[27]
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gence and love. These men and women feel

that our universe and the situations within it

can best be explained on the theory that blind

force and sheer coincidence have been and still

are in control. Some individuals, accepting

this interpretation of life and the universe,

maintain a brave confidence in the future and

an obvious joy in the present. Others lapse

into the despair so vividly pictured by James

Thomson:

The world rolls round forever like a mill,

It grinds out death and life and good and ill,

It has no purpose, mind, or heart, or will.

While air of Space and Time's full river flow

The mill must blindly "whirl, unresting so;

It may be wearing out, but who can know?

Man might know one thing were his sight less dim,

That it whirls not to suit his petty whim,
That it is quite indifferent to him.

Nay, doth it use him harshly as he saith?

It grinds him some slow years of bitter breath,
Then grinds him back into eternal death.

V

But there is another side to the picture pre-

[28]
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sented by the natural world. When we have

admitted that elements of pain and apparent

Irrationality are there, we must go on to point

out that we also encounter elements of a dif-

ferent type. Consider, to begin with, the evi-

dences of orderliness apparent on every side.

Time and again the realm of Nature gives

clear indications of arrangement, precision,

and apparent adjustment of means to end.

One of our American astronomers,

us that there are between one and two thousand

million stars in our galaxy, and that there are

other similar galaxies further off in space,

makes this interesting comment: "To an as-

tronomer the most remarkable thing about the

stellar universe is not its vast extent in space,

nor the long periods of astronomical time, nor

the violent forces that operate within the stars.

The vthing which strikes the astronomer with

awe is the perfect orderliness of celestial phe-

nomena. From the tiny satellites of the solar

system to the vast galaxy of our stars and the

(j)ther galaxies beyond, there is no sign of chaos.

, '{There is nothing haphazard, nothing papri-

[29]
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clous. The orderliness of the universe is the

supreme discovery of science*"
a

How are we to account for a situation like

that? It seems unreasonable to say that such

an orderly universe could be the product of

blind energies working fortuitously. Such

energies might produce a chaos, but hardly a

system characterized by "perfect orderliness/*

A more logical deduction would seem to be

that somewhere within our universe a Vast

Intelligence is at work, and that the element of

order found within the natural world repre-

sents its activity. This Mind at the center of

things is the reality we call God.

Here is another impressive situation we dis-

cover as westudy the physical universe. When-
ever the life-process reaches certain levels of

development there emerges within living crea-

tures a peculiar quality we call intelligence.

The creatures that possess this quality even

in a rudimentary degree seem to rise above

the purely mechanical level, the level of rigidly
i

* F. R. Moulton, The Nature of the World cmd of Man, p, 8(k

[30]
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determined reactions. These creatures, all the

way from the lower animals up to man,

promptly proceed to create their own environ-

ment and by so doing regulate both the stimuli

that come from without and the responses that

waken within. Here are two illustrations from

the notebook of one of our ablest modern biolo-

gists;

The water-spider breathes dry air, but

hatches her eggs under water in shallow

pools. How are the young spiders to be

given their first breath of air? The

mother spider weaves a flat web of silk on

the bottom of the pool, mooring it care-

fully to the stones. Then she goes up to

the surface, entangles air-bubbles among

the tiny hairs on her body, comes down

again under the water, and presses those

air-bubbles off with her legs under the

silken web, Again and again she does this

until that flat web, pumped full of air, is

buoyed up like a silver cupola. Within

that tiny diving-bell the nest is made, the

[ai]
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eggs are deposited, and the young spiders

are hatched/

The other incident is even more striking:

The trap-door spiders that sink their

tiny shafts in clay banks in the Riviera

country reveal amazing ingenuity in the

construction of their homes. The lid of

the shaft, perhaps an inch across, fits pre-

cisely and works on a hinge formed from

threads of silk. The shaft is smoothly

plastered within, and sometimes there is

a second shaft into which the spider can

retreat if an enemy succeeds in entering

the main shaft. In some cases we can

clearly distinguish on the inner surface of

the lid three or four little holes close to-

gether and about the size of pin-pricks.

These are holes into which the spider's

claws can fit when it is necessary to draw

the lid down quickly. These holes had

to be made of course when the clay from

which the lid was formed was still soft.
8

* J. A. Thompson, Science, Old and Newf pp. 265-266.
6
Ibid.
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As we mount liigher in the scale of living

creatures we find this quality of intelligence

becoming steadily more impressive. By the

time we reach man it has developed to a degree

that seems incredible. What shall we say, for

example, about the scientist who has recently

perfected a microphone so sensitive that it will

record the sound made by the feet of a fly

scampering across a newspaper? The emer-

gence of this quality of intelligence is a situa-

tion that demands an explanation, just as the

permutations in the orbit of Uranus demanded

one* It is hard to believe that intelligence

could appear in a universe created by blind en-

ergy working on inert matter. Such a theory

would imply that intelligence could develop

out of non-intelligence, and everything in hu-

man experience protests against such a view.

It would seem more reasonable to say that

within our universe a Vast Mind is at work,

and that it is the ultimate source of the intelli-

gence we find emerging in so many forms

whenever the life process reaches certain levels

of development.
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Here is one more striking situation we dis-

cover as we study the world and its long

history. The life-process reveals an unmistak-

able and a fairly consistent forward move-

ment. Granted that there are occasional set-

backs in the stream of progress, that some

evolutions have apparently stopped, and that

others move forward in directions curiously

hostile to man. When all is said, the life-

process as a whole reveals movement, and

movement that is consistently in the line of

greater power, greater freedom, and greater

ability to control the environment rather than

be controlled by it. Look back, for example,

to the first bird some fifty million years ago.

It is an awkward creature, running clumsily

along a strip of sand between the sea and the

primeval forest. It still has scales, teeth, and a

tail like those of its lizard ancestors. Its fore-

limbs however bear a slight web, a web that is

destined to develop during the course of cen-

turies into that immensely complicated yet

effective flying mechanism we call a wing.
That first bird flaps its forelimbs as it mns,
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and occasionally ventures to make a leap and

skim a little way through the air. Now turn

to the sea gull of to-day, with its perfected de-

velopment. What a change ! The life-process

has not been wandering aimlessly in circles,

bustling for some fifty million years but arriv-

ing nowhere. It has moved consistently

forward, and finally given the sea gull of

to-day a power, a freedom, a control over

the environment which the first bird never

imagined*

Are we to say that the law of the survival

of the fit produced unaided this result?

Granted that the law of the survival of the fit

is the mechanism by which this result was at-

tained. It is hard to believe that a law like

this, so fraught with possibilities of blessing,

could happen into existence and then happen

to apply itself to a life-process which had also

set itself up by chance. A more reasonable

theory would be that a Vast Mind is at work

somewhere in our universe, that this Mind is

responsible for the insistent forward move-

ment we see in the life-process, and that it de-

[*3
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vised the steering mechanism by which this

movement guides itself in a consistent direc-

tion.

When we turn to the story of the human

race this record of progress is even more strik-

ing. Here the development has been not only

in the direction of greater freedom and power,

but also in the direction of finer moral and

spiritual values. An unintelligent growth

process, pushing forward blindly, would

hardly reveal such appreciation of beauty and

rirtue. "Out of a primitive chaos where physi-

cal forces snarled at each other in unrelieved

antagonism, where as yet no man had arisen to

love truth and serve righteousness, something
has brought us to a time when for all our evil

there are gentle mothers and music and the

Daughter of little children at play. Something
las brought us to a time when there are men
?rho love honor, and who for Christ's sake will

ay down their lives in the service of the breth-

ren. Something has brought us to a time

vhen there are homes in every obscure street

vhere fortitude and devotion are splendidly

[36]
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exhibited. Out o a primitive chaos where an

observer .(could there have been one) would

have seen no slightest promise of spiritual

achievement, something has brought us the Ten

Commandments, the Sermon on the Mount,

and growing achievements in social righteous-

ness/'
*

How are we to explain situations like these?

They are as evident to trained observers as the

irregularities in the orbit of Uranus were evi-

dent to the astronomers. Some of us have been

forced by the facts themselves into faith in a

Living God, a Creative Intelligence working

at the heart of things. Granted that there are

some situations about us which we cannot ex-

plain. There are other situations and they

.seen more numerous and more significant

which have an implication that can hardly be

missed. It is the implication of a real God.

Skeptics may say that He is only the phantasy

of a religiously inclined imagination. But to

us He seems real, as real as that planet Nep-
tune lying beyond the range of human vision.

* H. E. Fosdich
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Shining there for centuries, waiting to be dis-

covered.

Over the great city

Where the wind rustles through the parks and the gar-
dens

In the air, in the high clouds brooding.
There I am.

Think not because I do- not appear at first glance,
Because the centuries have gone by
And there are no assured tidings of me,
That therefore I am not there*

Think not because all goes its own way
That therefore I do not go my own way through all.

The fixed bent of hurrying faces in the street

Each turned toward its own light and seeing no other,
Yet I am the light toward which they all look.

The toil of so many hands toward such multifarious ends,
Yet my hand knows the touch and twining of them all.

Make no mistake, do not be deluded,
Over the great city

There I am.T

7 Edward Carpenter, in The Oxford Book of EngMsh Mys-
tical Verse, p. 863.



CHAFTEB II

IS THE SENSE OF GOD'S PRES-
ENCE 'A DELUSION?

i

IN the preceding chapter we described the

method we propose to follow in attempting to

find the truth about God. We shall not make

the familiar appeal to ancient authorities.

Rather we shall take the evident facts of life

and experience, study them closely, and then

see what conclusions about God can reasonably

be drawn from them. In our first chapter we

studied some of the significant facts of the

world without, the realm of Nature* We came

to the conclusion that they implied that a Cre-

ative Intelligence is working at the heart of

things. This reality we call God. We now

turn fo the other realm of human experience,

the world within. Whenwe study the thoughts,

feelings, and inner life of normal individuals

[39]
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what do we find? Do the facts disclosed there

imply a God?

However we explain the situation, most

people have sometime in life a vivid sense

of God's nearness.
|
In many instances this feel-

ing comes in a quiet, undramatic way. ^Slowly

and for no apparent reason the cares and prob-

lems of the everyday world begin to fade, and

men seem to become conscious of a Friendly

Someone close beside then^ Take this testi-

mony, quoted in a recent discussion of the more

normal types of mysticism:

At times God is very real to me. He
seems more real, more near, than any hu-

man being. Sometimes this sense of His

presence comes when I am in the midst

of great sorrow and anxiety. At other

times there seems no special reason for the

coming of the feeling. For example when

I have been alone outdoors, or when I

have been reading something that has

touched me deeply by its beauty or its

truth, then I often have the quick, glad
sense that God is near. These experiences

[40]
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are not accompanied by any emotional ex-

citement. Rather they bring a feeling of

deep peace and gladness* I have never

spoken of them to anyone, but they are my
strongest ground for belief in God.

1

Those words might have been written by
scores of the people we meet in everyday life.

They give a clear picture of the experience of

God which has come to great numbers of men
and women to-day.

In other instances the sense of God's pres-

ence is .definitely connected with some critical

moment in life. There were no spectacular ac-

companiments of the experience such as voices

or visions or ecstatic emotions, but the feeling

of God's nearness and reality was suddenly

and singularly vivid. We do not have to rely

on the records of rescue missions or eighteenth-

century revivals for accounts of such experi-

ences. Many of the people we know best

might tell us of them did they choose to reveal

their inmost secrets. The following incident is

typical :

1 Quoted by J. B. Pratt in The Religious Consciousness.
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On that particular Sunday morning I

finally went to church out of deference to

the desires ofmy friends. Dr. A. J. Gor-

don of Boston was the preacher, but noth-

ing that he said touched me at all. After

the service was over I found I was sup-

posed to remain and attend a Sunday
School class which Mrs. Gordon was

teaching. I can remember distinctly that

I did not pay much attention to what she

said. At the end of the session she de-

tained me and began to inquire about my
religious doubts. Then she knelt beside

me and began to pray. I thought the

whole performance something of a bore,

but I remained through it because I did

not want to seem discourteous. In the

middle of her prayer something strange

happened. There suddenly came to me
an overwhelming sense of a Presence, a

Presence infinitely true and pure and ten-

der. It broke through all my precon-
ceived notions and revealed itself to me in

such power and beauty that even to-day
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twenty-five years later that experience

stands out as the most real and vivid thing

in my whole life."
a

Here are facts of the inner world which are

as real as those facts of the outer world which

we discussed in our first chapter. Do they

imply a God, or are they merely the delusions

of an overstimulated imagination?

II

In our time three main attacks are made on

the validity of such experiences. To begin

with, critics point out the indubitable fact that

many of the individuals who claim to "meet

God" prove on careful examination to be ab-

normal. Some of them are obviously unbal-

anced, the unfortunate victims of religious de-

lusions. Others, ordinarily normal, are the

temporary victims of excitement or psychic dis-

bLuuau.ee.' Consider the experiences of the

Spanish nun, Saint Teresa, On one occasion

she wrote:

As I was at prayer on the day of Saint

8 Quoted by J. B. Pratt in The Religious Consciousness.
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Peter, I saw or rather felt the Christ be-

side me. I knew it was He, and He
seemed to be walking atray right side. As
this was not a vision of the imagination I

could not understand In what form He
was present. But there He was at my
right side. I felt Him very clearly.

Such a statement is impressive If Saint Ter-

esa's testimony is trustworthy. But what

about her mental and physical health? Was
she in any condition to have normal experiences

and then report them in reliable fashion? In

one of her journals she gives this unhappy ac-

count of her own situation:

To dispose me toward my profession

the Lord sent me a great illness. I had

weakness as well as fever. The new man-

ner of life in the convent and the change
In my food increased my ill health, and

my heart trouble became extreme. Thus

I passed my first year In the convent.

Much of the time I was only partly con-r

scious, and sometimes I lost consciousness

altogether. In the month of August I
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was taken with a fainting-fit which lasted

four days. The Sisters were so sure I was

dead that when I did regain consciousness

I found on my eyelids the wax of the can-

dle they had used to see if I were still

living.
8

The conclusions modern critics draw from

such testimony are familiar to us all. They

say, "Why bother with these stories of mysti-

cal experience? The so-called great mystics

were neurotics, nothing more. Their sense of

Christ's presence or God's nearness was a delu-

sion created by an unstable mentality. In all

likelihood the less dramatic experiences of re-

ligious believers to-day are equally illusory.

.They may well be the product of a mental

mechanism temporarily put out of order by re-

ligious excitement/
9

Obviously we must find

an answer to such objections if we are to main-

tain that the more normal types of mystical

experience imply a real God who has dealings

with us.

t
The answer to these objections is not so

8
Quoted by J. B. Pratt in The Religious Consciousness.
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hard to discover as we might first imagine.

Granted that many of the "great mystics"

were abnormal individuals, and that their ex-

perience contained at least some elements of

delusion or illusion. The experience of nor-

mal people has, of course, little or nothing to

do with the experience of abnormal people.

Because neurotics have had a false sense of

God we must not jump to the conclusion that

more stable individuals cannot have a true

sense of Him. Perhaps an illustration drawn

from another realm of experience will make

this point clear. Here are a dozen people in

a flower garden in mid-summer admiring the

beauty all about them. One of the men hap-

pens to have an abnormal color sense and pres-

ently begins to report startling experiences.

He says that the roses and the grass are alike

in color, and that if this color is green the roses

must certainly be green. On the other hand if

the color is red, the grass is obviously red.

Then he adds that the sunflowers and the clear

sky are the same in hue, and that if this color

is blue the sunflowers are certainly blue. Simi-
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larly If the color is yellow, the sky is distinctly

yellow* Here, we all agree, is an abnormal

individual undergoing an abnormal experi-

ence. But do his mistakes demonstrate that

there are no color variations in the flowers, and

that the people who insist they see beauty there

are deluded? We willingly admit that many

spectacular "visions of God" and "experiences

of Christ" belong in the category of illusions.

But we insist that the experiences of normal

people be kept separate from the experiences

of abnormal people. Certainly the mistakes of

the latter should not be used to discredit the

wholly different conclusions of the former.

A second objection to the validity of mysti-

cal experiences is this. Many modern critics

remind us that human beings are essentially

gregarious in their instincts, that they are for-

ever seeking companionship, and that they be-

come desperately unhappy when left alone.

"Turn where you will," these critics say, "you

find men huddling together in the ineradicable

desire to find comrades. When human beings

vanish they turn pitifully to the animals, and
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gain at least some victory over the sense of

loneliness by trying to communicate with a

horse or a dog or even a bird. Solitary con-

finement is the worst torture that can be de-

vised for the gregarious human spirit. What
if our incessant search for God represents this

deep-seated impulse to find a companion?

What if we are driven to imagine a God, cre-

ate an illusory sense of His presence, in order

to relieve the otherwise intolerable loneliness

of our existence?"

This argument has been stated with unusual

vividness by one of our ablest modern essay-

ists. He writes:

As I see philosophy after philosophy

falling into this unproved belief . in the

Friend behind phenomena, and as I find

that I myself cannot (except for a mo-

ment and then by an effort) refrain from

making the same assumption, it seems to

me that perhaps we are here under the

spell of an old and ineradicable instinct.

LWe are gregarious animals, and our an-

cestors have been such for countless ages.
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We cannot help looking at the world in

the way in which gregarious animals do.

We see it in terms of humanity and fel-

lowship. Students of animals under do-

mestication have shown us how the habits

of a gregarious animal, taken from its

kind, are shaped in a thousand details by
reference to the pack which is no longer

there. The pack to which a dog tries to

smell his way back, and to which he calls

for help when danger threatens. It is a

strange and touching thing, this eternal

hunger of the gregarious animal for its

herd of friends. And it may very pos-

sibly be in this matter of the Friend be-

hind phenomena that our own yearning

and our almost ineradicable and instinc-

tive conviction (since they are certainly

not founded on either reason or observa-

tion) are in origin the groping of a lonely-

souled gregarious animal to find its herd

or its herd-leader in the great spaces be-

tween the stars."
4

* Gilbert Murray.
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Is that the origin of our sense of God's near-

ness? Is the mystical experience merely a

mental defense mechanism, helpful but essen-

tially misleading ? v
tfv

,

The weakness in this argument will occur to

anyone who thinks carefully. This argument
assumes that the impulse to find God leads us

away from reality. Must we make that as-

sumption? What if the impulse to find God
leads us toward reality? As a matter of fact

our other instincts push us in the direction of

things that are indubitably real. Our physical

impulses drive us to seek certain satisfactions,

and the satisfactions prove to be there actual

realities rather than creations of the mind.

Within our hearts there is an impulse to find

beauty beauty of nature, art, music, human
life. In response to this insistent demand we

go out to seek beauty, and we discover our uni-

verse is filled with it. This essential loveliness

is not something we read into the world in

order to satisfy our own craving. It was here

before any human spirit reached out for it*
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WitMn our mind there is an eagerness to find

order, regularity, law, in the apparently arbi-

trary and unpredictable sequences of Nature.

Centuries of study have revealed the fact that

there is something in the universe something

indubitably real which corresponds to the

desire for order within us* The quest of the

human mind is met by regularities in Nature

which may be infinitely complicated and far

beyond our comprehension but which are de-

monstrably not illusions.

Is it likely, now, that our insistent search for

a Comrade in the adventure of life meets noth-

ing but emptiness? Is it reasonable to assume

that when all our other impulses find a real

satisfaction this deepest impulse of all must

concoct an imaginary answer to its desire?

"Thou hast made us for Thyself, and our

hearts are restless till they find their rest in

Thee.'" Some of us are convinced that Saint

Augustine found a great truth. We believe

that this instinctive longing for God is not a

cruel mockery, pushing us across a desert of

[si]
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aspiration toward a tantalizing mirage* We
believe it is God's way of calling us to Himself.

It is the summons of the Eternal Father to His

lonely human children.

The third objection raised against the nor-

mal types of mystical experience is the most

interesting and impressive of all. Many mod-

ern critics are saying: "The human mind, is

obviously prone to error. As a matter of fact,

it plays numberless tricks on the unwary. One
of its most familiar deceits is to generate the

feeling that someone is hiding behind our chair

or lurking around the corner. What one of us

has not been plagued by this false sense of

presence? We finally look behind the chair,

and then peer around the corner. No one

there, of course ; and yet we could have taken

our oath that someone else was really in the

room. What if our sense of God's presence is

merely this same trick of the mind, applied in

this case to a divine rather than a human in-

truder ?"

One of the leading psychologists of our time

las recently developed this argument with un~

[52]
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usual skill.
5

In a widely read article lie tells

how he has succeeded in generating a

wholly illusory "sense of presence" in the

minds of the people in his laboratory* He
writes :

The subject of my experiment sits in a

chair in a dimly lighted room, with his

back to my assistants who wait motionless

some twenty-five feet away. He is then

blindfolded and told that at any moment

one of the assistants is likely to step for-

ward and stand just behind the chair.

When this happens he is to raise his hand.

One of the subjects of the experiment

gives this account of his subsequent sensa-

tions: "After I had been sitting in the

chair for a minute or two I began to

have the distinct feeling that someone was

near me. I had no visual image of the

person, but I was sure it was a person, and

that he was standing about four feet be-

hind my chair and a little to the left. I

5 James H. Leuba, in the Atlantic Monthly, in "The Sense

of Presence."
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had a somewhat uncanny feeling, and then

an intense desire to stand and face the

individual I was convinced was waiting

there.
5*

But was there anyone there? The account

of the experiment concludes with these devas-

tating words : "As a matter of fact there was

no one in the room, nor had there heen anyone
there for several minutes/' The assistants had

been instructed (as in the parlor game of our

childhood) to slip out quietly as soon as the

subject was blindfolded. What if our sense of

God's presence is a similar trick of the imagi-
nation?

But here again the answer to the argument
soon reveals itself. The sense of God's reality

and nearness which we are trying to defend is

entirely different from the sense of a localized

human presence which this experiment de-

scribes. When anyone to-day reports that he

has "sensed God" four feet behind him and a

little to the left, we smile. We feel that such

a person is as thoroughly deluded as Saint Ter-

esa was when she reported that she "felt

Christ" walking at her right side. The normal
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person's experience of God has no such local-

ized element in it. It is rather the conviction

that a Mind, a Love, a Power-for-Good per-

meates our universe, and that in this all-encom-

passing Reality we human creatures "live and

move and have our being." Sometimes this

sense of the divine presence develops gradually

as we grow older, connecting itself with moods

and experiences which vary with different in-

dividuals. In other cases and the one quoted

at the beginning of this chapter is a clear ex-

ample this sense of God's reality and near-

ness wakens within the mind as the immediate

result of a spiritual crisis. But in either case

the sense of God is something totally different

from that familiar and uncanny feeling that

another human being is standing unobserved in

the vicinity. Perhaps the closest parallel to our

sense of God's presence is the feeling that

walEens within us when we realize that the love

of the person we desire most is ours, and that

it will be ours no matter where we are. There

are no semi-material manifestations of this

Human love, and no one of us thinks of it in

localized terms. We can only say we sense
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Its reality and feel that it surrounds us wher-

ever we go-

Such a starved bank of moss

Till that May mom,
Blue ran the flash across,,

Violets were born.

Sky what a scowl of cloud

Till near and far

Bay on ray split the shroud,

Splendid! A star!

World how it walled about

Life with disgrace
Till God's own smile came out,

That was thy face!
8

This experience of human love obviously

brought no sense of a localized human presence

following the lover everywhere. Our experi-
ence of the divine Love is similar. It brings no

feeling that God stands in semi-material form
at our elbow. Rather it wakens within us the

consciousness that God is with us wherever we
may be. "Whither shall I go from Thy spirit,

or whither shall I flee from Thy presence?

Though I take the wings of the morning and
dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea, even

8 Robert Browning,
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there shall Thy hand lead me and Thy right

hand hold 'me."

in

If we thus reject the idea that these mystical

experiences of the less extreme type are delu-

sions, what interpretation do we put upon
them? Our belief can be stated simply. We be-

gin our quest for God by studying the world

outside. The situations we discover there con-

vince us that a Creative Intelligence is at work

at the heart of things. This Vast Mind is as

real as "objective" as any of the material

things that make their instant appeal to our

five senses. But this God is not bound within

any particular region of our earth, or localized

in any one corner of the sky. Rather God
fills and permeates our entire universe, sur-

rounds us as the all-encompassing sea sur-

rounds the innumerable forms of marine life

suspended within its depths, or as the clinging

air surrounds a million different birds in flight.

To us all there come moments in which our

power to sense God and respond to the im-

pulses which He sends suddenly increases.

There is nothing strange or essentially incred-
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Ible about such a situation* Our ability to rec-

ognize and respond to beauty fluctuates from

day to day and even from hour to hour. Our

ability to appreciate human friendship and

sense human affection is equally variable* Why
should we be surprised to find that our con-

sciousness of the divine Presence shifts with

changing moods and fluctuating external con-

ditions? Why should we be surprised to dis-

cover that there are a few people to whom this

"vision of the unseen and eternal** comes rarely

or not at all? But to practically all normal

individuals there do come moments frequent

or infrequent when the clouds lift and the

light breaks through. Then these men and

women "find God/
5 and realize as Paul real-

ized centuries ago that "neither life nor death,

things present nor things to come3 '

can sepa-

rate them from His all-surrounding love*

Still, still, with Thee when purple morning breaketh,

When the bird waketh and the shadows flee;

Fairer than morning, lovelier than the daylight^

Dawns the sweet consciousness I am with Thee.

When this experience comes to a man the

CM]
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very quality of his existence changes. The

sense of loneliness, uncertainty, and vague fear

is swept away, and in its place wakens a feeling

which a mystic of long ago called "the peace of

God which passeth understanding." Perhaps

we can best describe this change by quoting

the experience of two men, one of whom never

found God. A century ago Jean Paul Rich-

ter, the German skeptic, gave this vivid de-

scription of his own view of life and his own

inner feeling:

There is no God. I have traversed the

worlds, I have risen to the suns, I have

passed athwart the great waste places of

the sky. There is no God. I have de-

scended to the place where the very

shadow cast by Being dies out and ends.

I have gazed into the gulf beyond and

cried "Where art thou, Father?" But no

answer came, save the sound of the storm

which rages uncontrolled. We are or-

phans, you and I. Every soul in this

great corpse-trench of *^~ " %

utterly alone.
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Beside that yiew of life, with its grim sense of

loneliness and inescapable defeat, put the view

of life and the inner attitude reflected in these

lines by Walter Rauschenbusch:

In the castle of my soul there Is a little postern gate
Where when I enter I am In the presence of God.

In a moment, in the turning of a thought,
I am where God is,

When I meet God there all life gains a new meaning
Small things become great, and great things small,

Lowly and despised things are shot through with glory,

My troubles seem but the pebbles on the road,

My joys seem like the everlasting hills,

AH my fever is gone in the great peace of God,
And I pass through the door from Time into Eternity.

[60]



CHAPTER III

CAN WE DISCOVER ANYTHING
ABOUT GOD?

i

THE preceding chapters have stated our

reasons for believing
1 that there is a God. As

we study the facts of the world outside the

realm of Nature we feel they imply that a

Creative Intelligence is working at the heart

of things. As we study the facts of the world

within the realm of thought, feeling, and

inner experience we feel these facts tof point

toward some Reality beyond ourselves. In

this chapter we shall carry the argument a step

further. Granted that there is a God, do we

know anything about Him? Can we discover

what He is like and what He is trying to do, or

must He always remain a "Veiled Being"?
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The Christians of the past felt it was a sim-

ple matter to discover the truth about God's

nature and God's purposes. They had (so

they believed) merely to study the Bible, col-

lect its statements about God, and then ar-

range them in logical sequence. There stood

an authentic revelation of the divine nature.

Some of the conclusions thus reached by the

theologians of the past have seemed to the

thinkers of succeeding centuries indubitably

true. Others, curiously enough, have finally

come to appear ludicrous. It was believed by

many Bible students of the past, for example,
that God's native language was Hebrew. Bfe

had, so the orthodox idea ran, invented the lan-

guage and passed it on to Adam. Dr. Whit-

aker, professor of divinity at Cambridge in

1588, made this solemn pronouncement: "The
Hebrew language alone prevailed in the world

before the erection of the Tower of Babel. It

was this tongue which Adam used, as is evi-

dent fromthe Scriptures. God Himself showed
the model and method of writing it when He
delivered the law, written in His own hand on

[62]
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tablets of stone, to Moses." Dr. John Light-

foot, speaking a generation later, was even

more explicit : "Other commendations the He-

brew language needeth not. For antiquity it

is the tongue of Adam. For sanctity it is the

tongue of God, Adam was the first speaker

of it, and God the first founder/
5

Sometimes the beliefs about God thus de-

duced from passages in the Bible proved highly

disastrous. Jonathan Edwards, preaching in

New England only two hundred years ago,

made this gruesome statement: "As innocent

as little children seem to us, they are not so in

God's sight if they are out of Christ. To Him

they are young vipers, and infinitely more

hateful than any serpent/' Why these cruel

notions about God's hatred of some children?

Edwards could point grimly to the words of

the Bible: "Behold, I was shapen in iniquity

and in sin did my mother conceive me/* "We
were by nature the children of wrath/* "As in

Adam all die/* "Ye must be born again/*

Grant Edwards* premises, and it is hard to

Hodge his conclusions.
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But the theologians of the past did not limit

themselves to the explicit statements of the

Bible as they sought to discover the secrets of

the divine nature. They soon learned to ex-

pound and expand verses of Scripture by in-

volved methods of dialectic and interpretation,

and thus they built up that impressive struc-

ture of speculative doctrine which arose dur-

ing the Middle Ages. Someone once asked

Anselm, the leading theologian of the eleventh

century, why it was the second Person of the

Trinity rather than either the first or the third

who became incarnate in Jesus of Nazareth.

Ajiselm's answer, published in one of the most

famous theological treatises of the medieval

*ra, suggests the method of discovering truth

ibout God which was in vogue at the time:

If one of the other Persons in the Trin-

ity (either God the Father or God the

Holy Spirit) had become incarnate, there

would have been two Sons in the Trinity
the Son before the Incarnation, and the

Son by the Incarnation. Likewise if God

[64]
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the Father (rather than God the Son) had

become incarnate, there would have been

two grandsons in the Trinity. For God

the Father by assuming humanity would

have become the grandson of the parents

of the Virgin Mary, and God the Son

(though having nothing to do with man)
would be the grandson of the Virgin Mary
herself, for He would have been the son

of Her Son God the Father.

Since these complications were essentially in-

credible, it had to be God the Son rather than

either of the other members of the Trinity who

became incarnate in Jesus of Nazareth.

It is clear to anyone who knows the temper

of the modern age that these ideas about God

have now largely passed away. It is only by

an effort of the imagination that we can believe

they once dominated the keenest minds of

Christendom. More important still, the

method by which these ideas were evolved has

also passed away. Modern Bible study and

modern science have made it impossible for the
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thoughtful people of our time to reach conclu-

sions about God in the way in which our ances-

tors were reaching them a few centuries ago.

As the old beliefs and the old method of reach-

ing the beliefs have thus crumbled,, our genera-

tion has entered a period of profound religious

perplexity. Most intelligent people to-day are

inclined to believe there is a God, but they have

frankly little idea what He is like and still less

idea how they can find out. Again and again

we find evidences of this widespread uncer-

tainty. An anonymous writer confesses in one

of our magazines: "I wish I had the firm faith

of my parents* They were as certain of God
as they were of the things that happened yes-

terday. But their faith has been made impos-

sible for me by the science and the philosophy

of my generation, and by the pain and suffer-

ing I find on every side. Yet I keep going to

church, trying to believe what is taught there,

and attempting to lead a Christian life."

Even more vivid is the picture of contempo-

rary agnosticism which William Watson gives

in one of his short poems:
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I wandered far in the wold

And after the heat and the glare
I came at eve to a churchyard old,

The yew trees seemed in prayer.
And around me was dnst in dust

And the fleeting light and repose,

And the infinite pathos of human trust

In a God whom no man knows*

II

In such a situation anyone who attempts to

advance new ideas about God and suggest new

methods of finding the truth about Him would

do well to make two frank confessions at the

start. The first is that our understanding of

the universe and the life-process is pitifully in-

complete. At every turn we run upon situa-

tions which we cannot understand or explain,

much less fit into a consistent philosophy. Con-

sider, for example, the developments which are

going on (or threatening to go on) within the

realm of Nature and which are as far as we

can see directly hostile to all human values.

We are frankly baffled when we attempt to

connect these developments with the purposes

of a loving God5 or even fit them into a rational
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scheme of things. "Geologists now tell us that

an average decrease of only eight or ten de-

grees in the annual temperature of the north-

ern part of our globe would suffice to bring

back the glacial era. Little by little the ice-cap

in the polar regions would accumulate. Little

by little the snows would deepen and the great

glaciers on the mountains would assemble once

more. Less and less would the warmth of

summer be sufficient to melt the ever-deepen-

ing ice and snow. Thus by scarcely perceptible

yet sure degrees the advance of the glaciers

would begin, and in the course of time all the

regions which are now fertile and inhabited

would be locked once more in the frozen em-

brace of cold and death."
*

The strange thing

is that this disaster has happened not once but

many times in the past. The very region in

which many of us now live was once buried be-

neath hundreds of feet of glittering ice. What
if history should repeat itself? We may as

well confess frankly that situations and possi-

1 W. R. Bowie, Borne Opm Ways to God, pp. 206-7.
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bilitles like these are a riddle to tlie wisest of

us* Everything we say about God and life

must be prefaced by a frank confession that

our knowledge is sadly limited. Carlyle once

described our situation in a parable of extraor-

dinary vividness:

To the minnow every cranny and pebble

of its little native creek may have become

familiar. But does the minnow under-

stand the ocean tides and the periodic cur-

rents, the trade-winds and monsoons and

lunar eclipses? By all these conditions Ms

little creek is regulated, and may from

time to time (unmiraculously enough) be

quite overset and reversed. Such a min-

now is man, his creek the planet Earth, his

ocean the Immeasurable All, and his mon-

soons and periodic currents the mysteri-

ous course of Providence through aeons

of aeons.

The second confession we must make follows

naturally from the first. There are number-

less questions about God Himself which we
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cannot answer, and which (for all we can tell)

we may never be able to answer. If the uni-

verse and the life-process are puzzling, the

Ultimate Source from which they came is even

more puzzling. The time when men felt they

could explain everything about God and jus-

tify each of His purposes ended long ago. We
now realize that our knowledge of Him is

sadly limited, and that we like explorers

caught in a forest at nightfall soon come to

the end of our few trails and then stand baf-

fled and helpless before the dark mystery be-

yond. To begin with, no one can explain why
God made our universe at all. We can sug-

gest possible explanations, but they are only

guesses. Neither can we explain why God,

having decided to create our universe, created

it on the pattern He did. Repeatedly college

students, catching the full implication of the

evolutionary theory, ask their teachers, "Why
did God not make things perfect from the be-

ginning, instead of forcing them to struggle

toward perfection through such long periods
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of time and at such terrific cost in suffering and

waste ?" No one can answer that question.

We may hazard guesses as to God's reasons*

but they are guesses and no more.

When we turn to questions about God Him-

self and His own nature we are even more

thoroughly baffled. How are we to picture

God3 or must human minds abandon such an

attempt entirely? Does God know everything

in advance? Can He do literally anything, or

is He bound by laws the laws of logic and

mathematics, for example as we are? Was
there ever a time when God did not exist? Did

He create the universe out of nothing, or was

there something already here for Him to work

with? If there was something here to work

with, where did it come from? If He made the

universe out of nothing, how can we conceive

such a process? No one can answer these rid-

dles, or scores of other riddles like them. When
we have said all we can about God, we must

make the unhappy confession Paul made cen-

turies ago: "Now we know m part**
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Thou so far we grope to grasp Thee,

Thou so near we cannot clasp Thee,,

All-preserving spirit flowing

Through the worlds yet past our knowing,
Still creating, still inspiring,

Never of Thy creatures tiring,

Though all human races claim Thee

Thought and language fail to name Thee,

Mortal lips be dumb before Thee,

Silence only may adore Thee!
a

III

Granted there are these limits to our knowl-

edge of God, can we learn anything about

J3im? Even if we cannot discover all the truth,

can we find a few fragments of! it? Some of

us are convinced we can. Furthermore we are

sure that the few beliefs we can establish with

reasonable certainty are enough to form the

basis for a satisfying and an effective religious

faith. Perhaps an illustration will make clear

the method we propose to follow and the gen-
eral type of conclusion we reach.

There is a shipwrecked sailor, washed by
the waves toward a tiny island in the Pacific.

2 a P. Cramclu
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As he crawls up out of the breakers he sees a

cabin on the hilltop just behind the beach.

With an enormous sense of relief he hurries to-

ward the building and knocks at the door*

Hearing no answer he pushes his way in.

What a strange sight! On the walls before

him are a score of pictures some in oils, some

in water-colors, some in pastels. On the table

in the center of the room are a dozen tubes of

paint, a box of crayons, and a palette with

colors still soft. The occupant of the cabin is

nowhere to be seen, but the sailor draws sev-

eral immediate conclusions about him* He
must be an artist, and the condition of the pic-

tures and the paints suggests that he is still on

the premises and still at work. Then the sailor

begins to examine the pictures more closely.

Presently he realizes that each one is a marine.

One shows a still lagoon, with palm trees over-

arching the clear blue water. Another shows

a mile of white breakers curling along a yellow

beach. Still another shows a storm at sea, with

wave and sky a mass of driven gray. What

can the sailor conclude about the artist's inter-
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ests and experiences? He can conclude that

the artist loves the sea, and that he has studied

it in many places and under many different

conditions. Suppose, now, that the sailor him-

self understands the history of art and the

technique of painting. Suppose he studies those

pictures minutely in the hope that from their

composition and general type he can learn still

more about the absent artist. He will be able

to establish a long list of probabilities* He will

be able to figure out where the artist came

from, under whom he studied, and about how

long he has been at work in this particular spot.

Granted that some of these deductions might
be mistaken in detail, and that others might be

wholly false. In the main, the procedure of

arguing back from the artist's work to the

nature and the experience of the artist himself

would be sound.

Now apply this parable to the problem of

discovering the truth about the unseen God.

Humanity finds itself marooned on a tiny

island called Earth, surrounded by seas of

space. Experience leads us to believe that
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Someone Else Is here, though this other inhab-

itant is not evident to our senses. We study

the situations that confront us, situations for

which this Other Self is presumably respon-

sible. What conclusions can we draw about

Him?
IT

One fact seems clear, God must love beauty,

love it as we do. The more we examine our

universe, the further telescopes and micro-

scopes carry our eager vision, the more obvious

this element of loveliness appears. The vast

life-process, creating snowflakes and solar sys-

tems, turns oait products that have within them

an indubitable quality of splendor* This ele-

ment of beauty is not something which our

minds read into the universe. It was here be-

fore human minds began to operate at all.

The majesty of sunrise, the superb lacework

of a snowflake, the gorgeous play of color on

the scales of a fish surely such essential and

inherent beauties tell us something about the

Great Reality from which such a universe

came.
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All vision fades., but splendor does not fail;

Though joy perish and all her company
And there be nothing left of it to see.,

Splendor is in the grain. This lovely vale

Of rock and tree and pool and sky may pale
And fade some autumn with its greenery.

And its farm totter,, crumble utterly

And scatter with some universal gale.

Yet be they spread ever so wide and free

The gale will cause the dream to. come again,

The world-formations out of mists will rise^

And there will be thoughts of eternity^

And hopes the heart of man will know are vain,

And tears will come as now into the eyes/

A second thing we know about God is this.

God understands the difference between right

and wrong, and works for the victory of the

right Why do we reach that conclusion?

Look at the long course of history. As the

slow centuries pass, as one civilization gives

place to another, the things our human minds

call right slowly gain the victory. In the long
run falsehood betrays itself, injustice reaps a

grim harvest of retribution, and selfishness

draws on itself a slow but inevitable sentence

8 Samuel Roth.
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of death. These are no hasty conclusions

drawn by religious enthusiasts to bolster up a

tottering faith. These are the sober judgments

about life and history formed by millions of

observant people. James Anthony Froude,

the eminent historian of the last century, spoke

for this great company: "This world Is some-

how built on moral foundations that is the

lesson of history* In the long run It is well

with the good and ill with the wicked. This is

the only teaching which history repeats with

any distinctness." What can we conclude

about the Author of a life-process which re-

veals characteristics like these? Surely He
must see the difference between right and

wrong, and be concerned with the triumph of

right.

Or look at the curious sense of moral obli-

gation which we find in every normal human

being. We give it various names conscience,

idealism, loyalty to the best, an instinctive ap-

preciation of fairness, an ineradicable streak of

decency. But however we describe the thing

there It is, as much a part of the normal man's
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equipment as Ms power to see or Ms ability to

hear. In recent years many people have tried

to discredit this power by showing that at dif-

ferent times and under different circumstances

it impels men in different directions. The

"dictates of conscience
5 *

in the Middle Ages
were, these critics very truly point out, differ-

ent from those of to-day. But such statements

overlook the significant element in the si^ua-

tion. It is inevitable that definf ions of right

and wrong should change from a'e to age. It

is inevitable that the precise course of action

toward which conscience impels us should

sMft, and shift perceptibly, in the course of

time. But that shift in direction is not the sig-

nificant fact. The significant fact is that there

is sometMng within every normal individual

which pushes him insistently in the direction of

what is right rather than what is wrong
whatever the right (determined by the ideas

and standards of the day) may seem to be.

This impulse toward the best, like the quality
of intelligence, seems to emerge whenever the

life-process reaches a given level of develop-
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ment. All of us have known animals that ex-

hibited, In occasional and rudimentary forms*

this curious sense of right and wrong. In the

case of little children the power to make moral

distinctions emerges at a surprisingly early

age. In the normal adult it is one of the most

powerful forces operating within the person-

ality. Tagore has described in singularly vivid

phrases what conscience does in human lives

to-day.

I came out aloi^e on my way to the tryst,

But who Is thiJ that follows me in the silent dark?

I move aside id avoid his presence

But I escape him. not.

He makes the dust rise from the earth with his swagger,

He adds his loud voice to every word that I utter.

He is my own little self, my lord.

He knows no shame,

But I am ashamed to. come to thy door in his company.

Granted that this sense of right and wrong

emerges naturally and operates unmiraeu-

lously in human lives. What conclusions can

we draw about the God who is responsible for

a life-process eventuating in such a quality?

Surely He must feel as we do about treachery
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and injustice, falsehood and cruelty. Surely

He too must be on the side of right.

There is one more thing we know about God.

We know that He is dominated by love and

kindness, just as the noblest of His creatures

are. Many people feel that they must have

recourse to some supernatural revelation to

establish this fact about God. But if they

studied the facts of the natural world what

would they find? They would find that love

and kindness are wrought into the very struc-

ture of things, and emerge with greater and

greater clearness as we rise higher in the scale

of living creatures. To say that Nature is

"red in tooth and claw" is to describe only part

and apparently the less significant part of

the scene. One of the greatest biologists of our

time writes these words under the heading,

"Mothering among animals" :

The squirrel makes a big nest of moss

and twigs on the branches of a tree. The
harvest mouse weaves strips of leaves into

a nest fastened to the shocks of wheat.

The dormouse builds a nest with moss and
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fibres in a low bush in the thicket. It

always means mothering. Or think of the

birds. There is the weaver-bird's nest

dangling from the tip of a branch over-

hanging a stream. There is the two-

roomed clay nest of the South American

oven-bird. There is the beautiful feather-

nest of the eider duck made with down

from the bird's own body. There is the

nest of the long-tailed tit made of over

two thousand feathers which the bird has

gathered one by one. What industry,

what skill, what patience and not for

self!
*

Come higher in the scale of life and what do

you find? This impulse toward love and kind-

ness flowers into the sacrificial devotion which

is the noblest quality our human race knows.

The love of a mother for her children, the love

of a patriot offering his all for his country, the

love of Jesus gazing out on a hostile world and

then saying quietly, "For their sake I conse-

crate myself" surely such realities tell us

* J. A. Thompson, Science, Old and New, p. 191.
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something about the God from whom such a

world and such human creatures came. Some
of us can never believe that these qualities

emerged by chance in a universe which is es-

sentially cruel, or that they sprang from an

Ultimate Author who himself knows nothing

of love and devotion. We would as soon be-

lieve that orchids could grow out of a glacier,

or that lilies could flourish amid the waves of

a salt sea. Back of the sacrificial kindness

emerging everywhere about us is a quality of

love in God Himself. "God is love. Every-
one that loveth is born of God and knoweth

God." Centuries ago other seekers after truth

reached this s.ame conviction.

To Christians an argument like this has a

special conclusion. Among the millions of per-

sonalities that have appeared on our Earth

we find one supreme figure. A man who
sensed the difference between right and wrong
as no one else has sensed it before or since. A
man whose life was dominated to a unique de-

gree by the love that never faileth. A man
whose influence has quickened in unparalleled
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measure our eagerness to do right and our "will-

ingness to live the life of sacrificial devotion.

If we catch glimpses of God when we see these

qualities in ordinary degree in other men, we

must catch an unrivaled vision of God when we

study Jesus Christ. Granted that human lives

can be only miniatures of the divine. We be-

lieve that the miniature we find in Jesus is the

truest and clearest humanity has. Magnify to

infinity Jesus* love of right and Jesus* eager-

ness to help others, and you see two of the

qualities of God Himself. "We have seen the

glory of God revealed in the face of Jesus

Christ." That, through all the centuries, has

been the faith of Christians.
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CHAPTER IV

CAN WE RECONCILE GOD'S LOVE
AND THE WORLD'S PAIN?

i

WE might begin our discussion of this topic

by quoting a paragraph from one of the cur-

rent novels.
1

The hero of this story is a Brit-

ish officer who returns from the War to en-

counter a series of staggering reverses* For

months he can find no work, then his wife

deserts him, and finally he is driven to accept

employment of a distinctly menial type. He
clings to this humiliating position,, and after

almost incredible self-sacrifice succeeds in

sending his son through the university and

medical school. The boy establishes himself as

a surgeon, and the father anticipates at least

a few years of happiness at the end of his

checkered career. But he is suddenly stricken

1 Sorrell and Son by Warren Deeping.
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with cancer and finds himself facing the pros-

pect of ever-deepening torture terminated by

inescapable death. Here are the bitter sen-

tences in which he finally phrases his philosophy

of life: "I don't believe in anything. The

whole business is beyond me. Sometimes I

have had the feeling that there is a plan to it

all, but then again I have discovered so many
things that are against that idea. We human

creatures are fighting a lone battle against a

vast indifference. Life just treads on you, or

it doesn't. I don't care much now that life has

put its foot on me. I kept my pigmy back

stiff for a time* I managed to buzz a bit be-

fore I was pulped on the window-pane/* The

world is full of situations quite as tragic as

this. How do we explain them? Do they not

disprove everything we have been saying about

God and His love?

The suffering of individuals is only the be-

ginning of our problem. When we turn to the

race as a whole we find that it too has a pre-

carious hold on life and on happiness. At any

moment vast and resistless developments may
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begin within the realm of Nature whicht will

cripple or even annihilate us all. Consider the

newly discovered facts about the heat and the

cold by which we are surrounded. Our at-

mosphere extends only a few miles above the

surface of the Earth, and beyond that an al-

most unimaginable cold fills stellar space.

Meteorologists tell us that the temperature in

the sky soon drops to 70 degrees below zero,

and that beyond our atmosphere it drops to

459 degrees below zero* Meantime, a few

miles below-our feet, rages the terrific heat of

the Interior of the Earth. "It is a wholesome

thing for proud humanity to look upward on

a bright day and consider the fleecy clouds

overhead. They are composed of spicules of

ice, they float in an arctic cold, and they serve

to remind us what creatures of a hot-house we
are* If our roof of air should be removed we
should all be frozen to death in a moment. Just

above that thin roof is deadly cold, and just

below the thin crust of the Earth is equally

deadly heat. Only within the narrow shell that

separates these two regions can the human race
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strut about and congratulate Itself on its great

powers."
2

Anyone who appreciates the Implications of

such facts will readily understand why scien-

tists are now saying that humanity may not

have a permanent existence on the Earth after

alL There are many ways in which our pre-

carious hold on life might quickly and easily

be loosened. Suppose the fatal cold just above

our heads should break through that thin and

Invisible roof of air. Suppose the deadly heat

just beneath our feet should leap forth upon
us in a series of gigantic eruptions* Or sup-

pose the radiation of light and heat from the

sun should sink below the level necessary to

maintain organic life, as it almost certainly will

do sooner or later. Our whole race would be

blotted out as cruelly and relentlessly as that

British officer was. One of our modern essay-

ists, discussing the ways In which human life

on the Earth might come to an end, writes:

"One is tempted to imagine a race of super-

men some millions of years hence grimly con-

* Henshaw Ward, Exploring the TJnwerse, p. 54.
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fronting the Issue of extinction as the sun

flickers out. Probably science will have solved

long before that time the problem of the

source of the sun's heat, and will be able to

state precisely when the solar radiation will

sink to a level fatal to animal and human life*

Then will begin the greatest of all struggles 3

as man makes his last, hopeless stand against

the brute forces of the natural world and tries

to fight off the hovering demons of darkness

and cold.
95 3

But what will be the end of that

struggle? There can be only one end &

frozen, untenanted Earth- When tragedies

like these stalk us all, how can we keep our

faith in a God of love? Are we not driven to

conclude that the heartless powers of Nature

are in ultimate control?

II

Many people of our time, suddenly con-

fronted with problems like these, take refuge

in the conventional theories and explanations

that were developed before the magnitude" of

*
Joseph McCabe.
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the world's pain was realized. Some individ-

uals tell us, for example, that these elements of

tragedy must be present in the universe if we

are to appreciate by contrast the happier

phases of experience. It is the blackness

of the shadow that brings out the radiance of

the sunshine, the harshness of an occasional dis-

cord that accentuates and reveals the true

splendor of succeeding harmonies. This

somewhat naive but widely accepted theory

has found expression in scores of proverbs,

epigrams, and popular poems. The following

stanzas are often quoted:

If all the skies were sunshine

Our faces would be fain.

To feel once more upon them

The cooling splash of rain.

If all the world -were music

Our hearts would often long
For one sweet strain of silence

To break the endless song.

If life were always merry
Our souls would seek relief

And rest from weary laughter
In the quiet arms of grief.

4

4 Henry Van Dyke.
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But anyone who has Iiad experience with the

major disasters of life soon rejects with impa-

tience this rather theoretical justification of

suffering. No one of us would dare tell that

British officer who was dying of cancer that his

ghastly pain had been sent to make him recog-

nize and appreciate the glory of health and

vigor. He would instantly reply, "But did I

need such an awful thing as cancer to teach me
that lesson? And what good will the instruc-

tion do if the cancer kills me?" The plain fact

is that the amount of suffering in the universe

breaks this theory down completely. If there

were only a few minor pains in our world we

might well believe that they were put here as

a foil to joy and beauty. But the centuries

overflow with suffering, and more than once

the vast discords and raucous dissonances of

the great symphony of life threaten to obliter-

ate the intervening measures of harmony.

Another popular explanation of suffering

says that it represents God's deliberate effort

to discipline and strengthen us. Here again

the theory finds expression in familiar sayings.
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All of us have heard well-meaning sympathiz-

ers repeat the words: "Whom the Lord loveth

He chasteneth," "The heart must Heed hefore

it feels," "We learn courage only in battle and

patience only in defeat/* But anyone who

studies human experience carefully will soon

see the weakness in this theory* The amount

of suffering on our world seems wholly incom-

mensurate with the gains secured. If God's

purpose is to discipline us, the necessary train-

ing could certainly come without so much and

such constant pain.

Some months ago an elderly man submitted

to Dr. Cadman this heartbroken question: "I

am seventy-four years of age, and I find my-
self utterly unable to explain the following

situations. In 1895 my wife, sick with melan-

cholia, took her own life. In 1901 my eldest

son died of a fever. In 1920 my eldest daugh-

ter shot herself during a fit of mental depres-

sion. In 1924 my only living son and his two

small children were burned to death in their

own Home. My question about life can be

summed up in a single word: Why?" It is
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hard to justify such reiterated agonies on the

theory that suffering is deliberately sent to

bring discipline. This man may haye needed

some pain to bring out his finer qualities, but

hardly so much pain. A human personality,

subjected to such repeated and such searching

strains, is likely to be weakened rather than

strengthened by the experience. The question

with which that pitiful letter concluded is

hardly to be answered by a pious reference to

"God's chastenings." At the end of his long

career as a minister Dr. Jowett confessed: "In

the early days of my ministry I used to tell

people who were in trouble that there was a

reason for their suffering and that through it

God was seeking to discipline and develop

them. But as I grew older I became less con-

fident. Now I simply say I do not under-

stand." Many thoughtful people have passed

through the same transition. Sooner or later

the riddle of suffering baffles us all.

In recent years a third explanation of the

suffering in the world has been advanced by
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many people. It asserts that God Is not fully

in control of things* and that the tragedies of

life represent areas in which His power is not

yet dominant. This theory offers, of course, a

quick and apparently impressive answer to

such a prohlem as that of the British officer*

Why did this man have so many disasters?

This theory asserts that God did not want him

to have any of them. As a matter of fact, they

represented distinct frustrations of the divine

desire. God's wish was that this man should

be healthy and happy and prosperous, but situ-

ations which God could not manage interfered,

and finally a disease that was beyond God's

control brought on death. This theory of a

finite, struggling God has been popularized in

our time by William James and EL G. Wells.

In Mr. Wells
5

widely read novel Mr. BritUng

Sees It Through the theory is stated with char-

acteristic vividness:

After all, the real God of the Chris-

tians is not God Almighty but Christ

a poor, mocked, and wounded God nailed

[93]
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on a cross of matter. Some day He will

triumph, but it is not fair to say that He
causes all things now. God is not abso-

lute. He is finite. A finite God who strug-

gles against evil in His great way as we

struggle against it in our weak and silly

way that is the essence of all real re-

ligion.

But anyone who thinks carefully about this

theory will soon detect its fatal weaknesses*

If God is not really in control of our universe^

what is? What is this rival power, and when
did it come from? Furthermore, if God is not

in control now, have we any real reason to

believe He will ever be in control? What if

He were permanently as well as temporarily

blocked by such things as human sin, cancer,

and death? The more we consider this theory

the less satisfying the notion of a balked, be-

wildered, and half-helpless God seems. If

there is a God at all, He must be stronger and

more resourceful than that. Instinctively and

inevitably we think of Him as the Creator

rather than the Victim of the universe.

[94]
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III

If we thus reject these current explanations

of the world's suffering, what theory do we

ourselves advance? Before attempting to an-

swer that question, let us recall two facts about

the pain in the world which are often forgot-

ten. One is that a surprisingly large propor-

tion of the tragedies in life are traceable

directly or indirectly to human beings them-

selves. We must not blame God for them, nor

do we need to assume the burden of reconcil-

ing them with His purposes. As a matter of

fact, we ourselves are responsible for them.

To begin with, it is clear that human sin and

stupidity bring on an immense amount of pain

all of it essentially needless. The World

War, with its endless train of agonies, was

clearly the product of human blunders. God

had nothing to do with its origin, and it must

have seemed even more of a tragedy to Him

than it did to us. Again, the changes that men

themselves bring into the realm of Nature pro-

'duce, more than once, far-reaching disasters.

The vast mechanisms of the natural world are

[9*3
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thrown out of gear or forced to operate in ab-

normal ways, and dire suffering follows* The

recent floods in the Mississippi Valley offer a

clear illustration. As long as the great river

was allowed to manage itself* solve its own

problems, and store its occasional overflow in

numberless swamps all along its course, there

was no catastrophe for human beings. But

when men insisted on restricting the vast

stream in a thousand ways, draining its

swamps, and building their cities literally be-

neath its waves, then the stage was set for an

ultimate disaster* The pain and loss that

finally resulted must not be attributed either

to God or to Nature. Man must take the

blame himself. "It is not Nature's fault if

man persists in building villages on the flanks

of Vesuvius* Neither is it Nature's fault if he

exposes himself recklessly to parasites like the

hookworm. Certainly Nature is not respon-

sible if our careless disposal of crumbs brings

on a plague of rats, and the rats in turn bring

on the Black Death with its destruction of a

third of the population of England. Many of

[06]
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the evils in our world are not of God's appoint-

ing. Rather they are of man's approving."
*

A second fact we should bear in mind as we

attempt to explain the suffering in the world

is this. Many situations which seem to us at

the moment both stupid and cruel reveal them-

selves ultimately as part of a process which is

judged by its total effect both wise and

kind. President Eliot of Harvard used to give

an illustration drawn from his own experi-

ence on the Maine coast : "A fierce north-easter

drives a number of vessels off their course, and

wrecks a few on the ruthless rocks. Lives and

property are lost. But that same storm which

brings disaster to shipping, waters the crops on

ten thousand farms and fills the springs which

later yield to millions of men and animals their

necessary drink. We must be sure to give due

consideration to the good side of every event

which has two sides/*

Once a man recognizes the truth of this

principle the world about him begins to lose

many of its most sinister aspects. You and I

8 J. A. Thompson, Science and Religion, p, 221.
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are distressed when we find that selfishness,

pugnacity, and physical instincts create year

by year an immense amount of. pain for mil-

lions of people. All too often we forget that

each one of these impulses has its distinct place

and its profound value, and that humanity
would never have found its way up from the

dust without them. We are disheartened when

we learn that many elements in our environ-

ment are relentlessly hostile, and that life

crowds upon us the necessity for unceasing

struggle* All too often we overlook the fact

that this very situation has driven humanity
forward century by century, and has developed

within the race whatever courage, intelligence,

and resourcefulness it possesses. We are be-

wildered when we find sickness sweeping away
frail children and weaklings of all ages, and

when we learn that those who have a poor

physique must guard themselves incessantly

against disease* All too often we forget that

this law of the survival of the fit undoubtedly
cruel as far as individuals are concerned is

the thing which has given the race as a whole
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the physical stamina and mental power it now

enjoys. Had the life-process given the boon

of survival to every living thing fit or unfit,

strong or weak, wise or stupid there would

have heen no inherent tendency in living crea-

tures to improve as one generation succeeded

another.

It is all too easy to take a short view of life

and exaggerate the evils of the world, just as it

is all too easy to blame on God and Nature

unhappy situations for which we ourselves are

responsible. Granted that no one can explain

fully why all living forms have been forced to

struggle toward perfection rather than enjoy

divinely established perfection from the first.

We must not paint the world and its strange

processes any blacker than they are. We must

recognize the fact that more than once they

reveal if we only give them time an indu-

bitable wisdom and kindness.

IV

Granting all this, can we explain even in

part the elements of suffering which we do find
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In the world? The explanation some of us

offer can be stated simply. We believe that

the essential purpose of our existence here is

the development of our finer powers. This

may be, of course, a wholly false interpretation

of life. There may be no purpose whatever in

the presence of the human race on the Earth,

or the purpose may be some secret and hidden

thing which our minds have not even surmised

as yet. But granting the fact that our inter-

pretation of life is a guess, we can still point

out that this particular guess has been made

by thousands of thoughtful people in every

generation. As the years have passed, and as

these men and women have had the chance to

study widely and think deeply, they have come

to the conclusion that existence here does have

a purpose, and that this purpose is the develop-

ment of our finer powers. We find here in the

world what seem to be deliberately planned
situations through which we can if we will

build into ourselves and others such priceless

qualities as intelligence, resourcefulness, forti-

tude, and kindness. Suppose this is the true

[100]
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answer to the riddle of life. Suppose God's

aim here is to develop human personalities.

What kind of a world did God have to create

if that purpose were to he fulfilled?

Obviously it had to be a world of law, a

world of rigid and predictable sequences. If

two and two made four to-day and five to-mor-

row, human beings would never be able to

profit by the experience of the past or prepare

wisely for the problems ofthe future. Similarly

it had to be a world in which human beings

came in close contact with each other, and had a

certain influence over each other's destiny. A
knowledge of mathematical truths might be

attained by hermits living solitary lives on

separate islands, but such qualities as toler-

ance, kindness, and loyalty to the common wel-

fare could be gained only if men were gathered

into groups and forced to live and work to-

gether. Here, then, was the kind of world

which God had to make if human personalities

were to develop within it. It had to be a world

of law, and it had to be a world of social rela-

tionships. But such a world held, obviously,

[101]
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. the possibility of Infinite suffering. Until men
learned what the laws of Xature were and how

they could be controlled there were sure to be

innumerable disasters. Similarly until men
learned how to live together without oppres-

sion, injustice, and violence there were bound

to be countless sufferings. Did God want all

this pain? Of course not! But He did want

to develop in us such qualities as intelligence,

courage, ability to achieve, and willingness to

sacrifice ourselves for others* And the only

way in which He could achieve that end was to

run the risk and force us to run the risk of

suffering and disaster.

Perhaps an illustration will make this im-

portant point clear. Here is a father who
wants to develop the latent abilities of his son.

He believes that the boy has the possibility of

becoming a wise and a useful man, and his

dearest desire is to bring out the finer qualities

in the boy's nature. What does the father do?

He sends the boy to school, to camp, to col-

lege, and finally on a long trip through foreign

lands. Of course each one of those experiences

[102]
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is fraught with possible disaster* In school the

boy may learn bad habits rather than good
ones,. In camp lie may meet a serious acci-

dent instead of gaining greater physical

strength. In college he may actually break

down 'in the attempt to adjust himself to a

new and strange environment. The trip

abroad may subject the boy to temptations

that will be too much for him, and he may re-

turn home with false ideas and ideals that will

handicap im throughout life. Yet the father

deliberately^subjects Ms son to these experi-

ences, though time after time they have proved

and still prove disastrous. Why? Because

the father teiows that only through such dis-

cipline can the boy be led out into the splen-

dor of maturity. Pain and suffering in our

world? We meet them everywhere. Yet

when all is said, has not this same world cruel

though it often seems proved a surprisingly

effective training ground for character?

All this makes plain the attitude many of us

try to take when we meet our share of the

world's hardships and tragedies. We never

[103]
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say that these disasters were deliberately in-

flicted on us by God as punishments, remind-

ers, or disciplines. Rather we say that they

represent the risks God and we assume to-

gether In a world which is designed to develop

our finer powers, but which is not yet thor-

oughly understood or controlled by human

beings. If as the result of someone's igno-

rance., our own sin, or sheer coincidence, we
meet a crushing disaster, we try to keep our

courage and our faith in God and life. We
know that the divine Love never deserts us

and never tries to hurt us. We know that God,
like the men and women who have caught His

spirit and His wisdom, is always seeking to

help us out of our misery rather than thrust

us deeper into it. And with a faith that grows
firmer with the years we trust God to give us

another chance at life beyond the strange ex-

perience of death. After all, If this existence

is a, training it must be a training for
w some-

thing. If the training is not finished here It

must be completed elsewhere. We lookthrough
and beyond death, and when we do that we

[104]
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begin to share with Jesus, and with those who

hare caught His courage and His faith, "the

victory that overcomes the world/'

Grow old along with me,
flie best is yet to be,

The last of life for which the first was made.

Our times are in His hand

Who saith, "A whole I planned.,

Youth shows but half. Trust God, see all, nor be afraid."

Therefore I summon age
To grant youth's heritage,

Life's struggle having so far reached its term.

Thence I shall pass^ approved
A man, for aye removed

From the developed brute, a god though in the germ.

So take and use Thy work,

Amend what flaws may lurk,

What strain o* the stuff, what warpings past the aim.

My times be in Thy hand,

Perfect the cup as planned,

Let age approve of youth, and death complete the same I

*

* Robert Browning.
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CHAPTEB V

WHERE DO WE MEET GOD IN
EVERYDAY, LIFE?

i

IN a recent article on the religious situation

in our colleges Dr* Wicks of Mt. Holyoke

College makes this interesting statement:

The main difficulty with undergraduate

religion today is sheer vagueness. Ask a

group of students if they can describe an

experience of God, or if they can point to

any definite situation in which God's life

touches ours, and they will stare at you in

blank amazement. These young people

have many notions about God, some intel-

ligent and others not. They can argue
about God at great length. But as for

recognizing God in daily life they are ut-

terly at sea. It is out of the vagueness

[106]
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that we must lead them to something real,

concrete, and satisfying.

Of course this particular difficulty Is not

limited to students. It Is the spiritual problem
of numberless older people as well. They
believe there is a God, some kind of a Wise

Power working in our universe. But what that

Power is like, or where and how it meets us,

they have little idea. Professor Pratt of Wil-

liams tells of a young minister who recklessly

asked the members of his congregation what

their idea of God was. One deacon finally con-

fessed with some embarrassment, "When any-

one says "God* the thing I think of Is a kind of

white, oblong blur."

Why has this situation arisen? Why are

people to-day so vague about God and our

experience of Him? The roots of our present

difficulty reach far back into the past. For

more than a century scientific Investigations

have been disproving many of the ancient be-

liefs about God's activities and our contacts

with Him. Think, for example, of the way In

which science has gradually changed our inter-

1 107 1
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pretation of spectacular events within the

realm of Nature thunderstorms, earthquakes,

eclipses, and the like. For centuries men be-

lieved implicitly that these things were God's

doing* and that in them He could be seen at

work* To-day anyone who interprets such

occurrences religiously is laughed to scorn.

We can gauge the magnitude of this change in

our attitude if we turn back to a sermon

preached in the Old South Church of Boston

in 1755. Benjamin Franklin had recently per-

fected his lightning-rods, and property owners

throughout New England were beginning to

install them on houses and barns. But there

were strong religious objections to this prac-

tice. Many people felt that one of God's

clearest ways of showing displeasure was to

send thunder and lightning* Hence any inter-

ference with these things was an interference

with divine warnings. While the controversy

was at its height a succession of sharp earth-

quake shocks was felt in the section near Bos-

ton. Dr. Thomas Prince, pastor of the Old

South Church of that city, promptly preached

[108]
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a sermon in which he advanced the theory that

the earthquake was an evidence of God5

s anger
at the lightning-rods. We can still read his

strange words: "In Boston more of the iron

points are erected than anywhere else in New
England, and Boston seems more dreadfully

shaken. Oh, there is no getting out of the

mighty hand of God!" How incredible such

preaching seems to-day! Our generation

would never dream of interpreting earth-

quakes and thunderstorms as divine warnings.

Our views of personal religious experience

have suffered an equally radical change. Many
things which our forefathers saw as divine vis-

itations we now see as psychic disturbances or

even as symptoms of mental disease. It is this

shift in our point of view which makes Bible

reading and still more, Bible teaching such

a hazardous undertaking for the unwary. The

men who wrote the Bible accepted the common

belief of antiquity that strange inner experi-

ences were usually attributable to God. Hence

they said that dreams came from Him* that

visions were His gift, and that the sudden

[109]
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power to speak in a strange language was an

evidence of His presence and power. To-day
none of us interprets dreams as divine mes-

sages, and we all feel that the habit of seeing

visions or indulging in ecstatic utterances is an

evidence of mental weakness rather than re-

ligious inspiration. Here again the records

of the recent past show how far and how fast

we have traveled on the road of scientific

knowledge* In a collection of conversion nar-

ratives made by Professor Starbuck you will

find this curious incident. A man who was

converted during the past century is giving his

account of what happened and his interpreta-

tion of the experience:

I found myself staggering toward the

Holiness Tent. It was full of seekers,

and there was a terrible uproar inside.

Some people were groaning, others laugh-

ing, and others shouting* Near an oak?

tree some ten feet away I fell on my face

and tried to pray. But every time I called

on God something like a huge hand stran-

gled me. I thought I should die if I could

I no]
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not get help, but just as often as I started

to pray that hand was on my throat and

my breath was cut off. Finally I made a

desperate effort to call on God for mercy.

The last thing I remember was falling

back on the ground with that hand clutch-

ing my throat. When I came to myself

a crowd was standing around me prais-

ing God. The very heavens seemed to

open and pour down rays of light and

glory. All day and all night those floods

of light streamed through my souL O
how I was changed! Everything and

everybody seemed new.
1

The writers of antiquity would have regarded

that experience as the direct activity of God.

The convert himself clearly held that view.

But most of us to-day are skeptical. We feel

that God had little or nothing to do with that

wild scene* We are convinced that mob psy-

chology, religious excitement, and ordinary

hysterics were responsible. When the century-

1 Quoted "by William James in The Varieties of

I3$eperienc&j p. 250.
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old beliefs about God's activity in tlie world

without and the world within are thus chang-

ing it is not surprising that current ideas about

God*s dealings with us are vague* We are

living in an age in which the old convictions

are largely discredited and the new convictions

are just beginning to take shape.

II

Where, according to modern teachers, do we
meet God in everyday life? If we no longer

encounter Him in the spectacular, where do

we find Him ? Our theory is that there are cer-

tain natural and normal situations in which

God is at work among us- In and through
these situations we come in contact with Him,

though we never "meet" Him in any physical

sense. Perhaps an illustration will make our

theory clear. Here are two boys in college

together. The older invites the younger to

spend a week-end in his home. The younger

boy is delighted at the invitation, particularly
as it will give him an opportunity to become

acquainted with his friend's father. But when
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the two boys reach home they find to their cha-

grin that the father has been unexpectedly
called away and will not return for several

days. In the literal sense of the word the

younger boy will not "meet" this father at all.

Yet in another sense he meets him constantly

in the life of that home. He talks with the dif-

ferent members of the family, and on each he

sees the indelible stamp of the father's person-

ality. He enters the family living-room, and

in the books and magazines, the pictures and

the curios he finds a clear reflection of the

father's aims and interests. The next morning
he discovers that careful and definite plans

have been made for his entertainment, and

throughout the visit he finds the thoughtful-

ness of the father revealing itself in a dozen

ways* Granted that this boy never sees the

father face to face. He does encounter his

personality, his influence, his endeavors. Sup-

pose we picture our contact with God in terms

like these. It is clear that we never see Him
in a literal sense, and it seems increasingly

plain that the strange and spectacular experi-
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ences of life are unconnected with Him. Yet

there are so it seems to some of us familiar

situations and normal experiences in which we

do come in contact with this Other Self. We
might mention two in the world without, and

then two in the world within,

in

First of all, some of us are convinced that

we meet God in the beauty of the natural

world. The loveliness there is not of our

manufacture or our imagination. It confronts

us when we enter life, and it makes its own

convincing appeal to every, sensitive human

spirit. We realize, of course, that scientists

have now discovered the mechanical processes

by which this beauty is produced. They can

tell us where the red and gold of the sunset

come from, and why the leaves turn scarlet

in October. But to some of us this new and

technical knowledge suggests a profound ques-

tion about the universe itself. How did it hap-

pen that these particular processes were set up
at all? Were they the result of sheer chance,
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or do we see in them the purpose of some Vast

Mind that loves beauty for Its own sake? It

seems to us that this universal loveliness must

be the work of God. We confess that it is cre-

ated in each particular instance by a process

which science has now analyzed and which sci-

entists now show goes on in purely mechanical

fashion. But we believe that behind all these

processes is a God who at the beginning willed

a universe of splendor rather than one of ugli-

ness, just as behind the mechanical processes

that go on within a factory stands the crea-

tive intelligence of an engineer who devised

and installed the machinery with certain clearly

defined aims in view. Thus as we meet the

beauty of Nature we meet God. Looking

through that beauty we discern Him. One of

our modern poets has stated this conviction in

lines of singular charm.

Forgive me* God, because I barred my door.

They said your face bore marks of heavy care

And endless time., and I could never bear

That you should touch my little house before.

Then April, flinging wide my window there,

Let all your sunshine stream across my floor.
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I feel you in the wind spring-drenched and free,

And in the pale, new leaves. Your freshness seems

Like that of Buds in rain. Your dawns begin
In splendor, and your wonder steals to me
Like children's clinging fingers in my dreams.

Why, you were beauty all the time . * . come in 2
*

A second situation in the outside world in

which we believe we meet God is this. The

sweep of history reveals a movement that is in-

dubitably upward and forward. In the long
run human life grows appreciably wiser,

kinder, more able to control the blind energies

of the universe and direct them toward benefi-

cent ends* If we compare to-day with yester-

day, or even with a year ago, we may find few

evidences of this forward and upward move-

ment. There may even be traces of unhappy
regression. But if we take an appreciable

span of time -three, four, or ten centuries -

the progress of the race is hardly to be ques-
tioned. In that progress some of us believe

God is to be seen.

One of the incidents at the end of the War
brought a striking illustration of human ad-

1 Helen C. LeCron.
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yance during the last eight or nine centuries.

t
When General Allenby entered Jerusalem on

February 21, 1918, an enterprising journalist

thought it would be interesting to look up the

account of the capture of the city by Allenby's

predecessors, the Crusaders of the eleventh

century. Did the same things happen then and

now? ^When Godfrey of France led the Cru-

saders into the Holy City in 1099 his first act

was to slaughter some ten thousand Saracens,

and then burn aliye the Jews who had taken

refuge in their synagogues. One of the clergy

connected with the conquering army left this

vivid account of the day of victory:

On that day Godfrey shed quantities of

blood almost beyond belief. When our

men finally mastered the walls of the city

and the towers wonderful things were to

be seen. Numbers of the Saracens were

beheaded, others were shot with arrows

or forced to jump from the towers, and

still others were slowly tortured and then

burned. In the streets and open places of

Jerusalem were seen piles of heads and
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hands and feet, and one rode everywhere

among the bodies of men and horses.

Granted that there may be elements of exag-

geration In that medieval chronicle. After we
have made due allowance for them the scene

still remains distinctly gruesome.

What happened when the same city was

captured again by Europeans in 1918? Gen-

eral Allenby's first act was to issue a proclama-
tion assuring everyone of tolerance, justice,

and protection. Then he placed a guard of

Indian troops around the Mosque of Omar to

make sure that Mohammedans would not be

interrupted In their worship. Then the streets

were cleaned, the city's sanitation was im-

mensely improved, food supplies were brought

in, and a campaign against cholera, typhus,

and smallpox was begun. Granted that war

and bloodshed still persisted, and that the Brit-

ish regime may not have been perfect. When
all is said, appreciable gains were recorded

during the centuries between the two captures
of that city. Tolerance increased, scientific

knowledge grew immeasurably, and the primi-
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tive lust for revenge and slaughter was to

some extent at least controlled. Again and

again we meet these evidences of progress as

we study the long record of human life. Are

they the result of blind chance and sheer coin-

cidence? Some of us can never think so. Be-

hind the innumerable processes that are slowly

building a wiser and kinder world we see the

Living God. Granted that the gains are made

in mechanical rather than miraculous fashion,

and that the vast world-process seems to go on

automatically and give no evidence of inter-

ruptions from outside. Behind all these

mechanisms we discern the Great Creator,

willing a universe that would forever change

and grow, and move persistently in the right

rather than the wrong direction.

The outworn rite, the old abuse,

The pious fraud transparent grown,
The good held captive in the use

Of wrong

These wait their doom from that great law

Which makes a past time serve today,

And fresher life the world shall draw

From their decay.
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For life stall on and upward go,

The eternal step of progress beats

To that great anthem calm and

Which God repeats.

He works in all things^ all obey
His first propulsion from the night;
Wait then and watch, the world is gray

With morning light !

a

IV

What are the situations in the world within

in which we see God? Here the problem be*

comes more difficult because all the data are

individual and personal in their nature. In the

case of the beauty of Nature or the progress
revealed by history, we can appeal to objective
facts evident to any competent observer.

When we turn, however, to the world within

we enter a realm where everything is subjective
and where each man can, from the very nature
of the case, speak only for himself. Some of

us, however, studying our own experience and
the experience of the people we know inti-

mately, have reached two conclusions about

8 John G. WMttier.
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God's dealings with human beings. The first

is that when we find our own inner needs sup-

plied the need for guidance, for poise, for

sustaining strength then and there we meet

God. We grant of course that the help that

comes to us at such times comes through men-

tal and physical processes which can be

charted and explained by scientists. But we

believe that these processes are set in motion

by God, and that behind them as behind the

processes that create beauty or make human

life grow richer with the passing years we can

discern Him.

One of the recent volumes on modern re-

ligious problems gives a vivid illustration of

our theory/ The young man who related this

experience was a graduate student at one of

our American universities:

I had been separated from my wife and

children for over a year. I felt I must

continue my studies, but naturally I

wanted to have my family together* This

* H. N. Wieman, Jel%gwm Experience and Scientific Method,

p. 225.
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could be done only in case I could find a

particular type of part-time work. I re-

ceived a tentative offer of a position, ap-

plied for it, made a poor impression on my
prospective employer, and finally at the

end of an exhausting day was told that

I could not have the place. I shall never

forget the long ride home that night. I

finally got to bed about two in the morn-

ing,, but I was too tired to sleep. The
next day I went about my work as best

I could, but in the afternoon I came home
to have things out with myself. I spent
about four hours alone in my room, some-

times praying and sometimes just think-

ing. Gradually the almost unendurable

pain that had possessed me passed away,
and a great gladness and courage filled

my heart. The external situation re-

mained just what it had been, but I- began
to feel inwardly able to go ahead, do my
best, and take what came. There were
no evidences of hysteria or hallucination

in the experience. My anguish simply
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vanished and courage and peace came In.

Best of all they stayed with me perma-

nently.

Did that help come from purely natural

sources from the act of physical relaxation,

the act of accepting the inevitable, some curi-

ous psychic overturn which revealed new and

unsuspected powers? Probably the help came

in all these ways. But behind these processes

stood God, the God who works through exist-

ing mechanisms rather than in spite of them.

If you are in distress and need, one of your

friends can send you sympathy, encourage-

ment, and tangible help by means of a message

written on a typewriter, then despatched over

a telegraph wire, and finally delivered to you

through the device we call a telephone. These

mechanisms do not, of course, generate the

message or create the help. They serve merely

as means of transmission, agencies by which a

friendly personality sends you an assistance

which the typewriter, the telegraph, and the

telephone by themselves could never produce.

That is our theory about God. Through the
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mental and physical processes with which sci-

ence has now made us familiar He brings us

the help and the deliverance we need. "He
shall call upon me and I will answer him. I

will be with him in trouble and deliver him.

With long life will I satisfy him, and show

himmy salvation/
5

Again and again men have

had the experience of finding help. And again

and again they have looked behind the experi-

ence to discover God*

The other experience in which we meet God
is this. Within us all is an ineradicable im-

pulse toward Mndness. Repeatedly it urges us

to forget ourselves and enrich life for others.

All of us feel this impulse when we are con-

fronted by the helplessness of little children,

the need of the aged, and the suffering of the

sick. Instinctively we ask what we can do to

help. Sometimes this impulse to kindness ex-

presses itself in singularly definite form. We
all know what it is to feel impelled to do a

particular thing for a particular person, and
do it at once. In these impulses toward kind-

ness some of us believe we see God. Granted
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that the instinct of sympathy is part of the

original equipment of human nature. Granted

that the spirit of kindness has been immeasur-

ably strengthened by the developments of civ-

ilized life. Granted that particular impulses

toward generosity and devotion may be con-

nected with mental mechanisms of memory,

association, imagination, and the like. We be-

lieve that God makes use of all this existing

machinery, and through it leads us to help

other people or leads other people to help us.

During the early part of the War one of our

American magazines published several letters

which, had been written on the battlefield and

recovered by Red Cross workers. Here is a

note written by a French officer who was on

the verge of death. The Red Cross detach-

ment arrived just too late to save his life, but

this half-finished letter was clutched in his

hand. It was addressed to his fiancee, an

American girl in Paris.

There are two other wounded men near

me, and I guess there isn't much hope for

them either. The Scotchman has one of
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his legs shattered, and the German has a

bad piece of shrapnel In his side. When
I came to, they were both bending over

me trying to give me first aid. The

Scotchman was pouring water down my
throat, and the German was trying to

staunch my wound with an antiseptic

preparation given him before the attack

by his own medical corps. In spite of

their own intense suffering they were both

doing their best to help me. By and by
when I was thoroughly conscious the Ger-

man gave each of us an injection of mor-

phine and took one himself. Then the

pain began to let up wonderfully, and we
talked together as best we could. About

home, of course. Both those poor fel-

lows had been married less than a year, i

There the letter suddenly stops. What do we
see in such a scene? The horror of war, of

course. But also human kindness* And be-

yond that kindness, God. "God is love.

Everyone that loveth is born of God and
knoweth God."
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You want to meet God in your life? Begin
the new day with this prayer: "Some thoughts

from God, old or new, will come to me to-day.

Duties He has arranged and opportunities

He has devised will stand before me. The

strength, wisdom, and endurance He provides

will emerge within my heart* Let me face

these new hours open-eyed, open-eared, open-,

hearted. God Himself is seeking me. I may
overlook Him in the disguise of the common-

place, or fail to recognize Him in simple tasks

and familiar situations. But there God is,

looking for me. Let me have Christ's faith,

Christ's insight, ahove all Christ's unfaltering

love. Then I shall see God, and God will be

able to make full use of me/*
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CHAPTEB VI

HOW DOES GOD SPEAK TO US?

i

THIS question involves one of the most in-

teresting problems in personal religion. We
might begin our discussion of it by quoting a

familiar passage in the Old Testament:

And Elijah came unto Horeb, the

mount of God, and lodged in a cave. And
a great and strong wind rent the moun-
tains and brake in pieces the rocks, but the

Lord was not in the wind. And after the

wind an earthquake, but the Lord was not

in the earthquake. And after the earth-

quake a fire, but the Lord was not in the

fire. And after the fire a still, small voice ;

and when Elijah heard it he wrapped his

face in his mantle and went out and stood
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In the entering in of the cave. And a

voice came unto him and said ; What doest

thou here* Elijah?

What was it that Elijah heard? Was it

God's voice or merely Ms own imagination? If

it was God's voice, 'how did that voice come?

Anyone who considers this subject carefully

will soon realize that it goes to the very heart

of vital religion. In every instance the great

religious leaders of the race have been con-

vinced that a divine message and commission

had come to them* On this point they enter-

tained no slightest doubt. As a matter of fact

much of their power and assurance grew out

of this sense of God's ealL Consider the testi-

mony of Isaiah: "I heard the voice of the Lord

saying: Whom shall I send? Who will go for

us? Then I said: Here am I, Lord. Send

me." Or think of Jesus* conviction: "The

Spirit of the Lord is upon nae. He hath

anointed me*" Or come down to Martin

Luther. This same sense of a divine commis-

sion echoes through the words of his stirring

hymn:
[129]
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And though this world with devils filled

Should threaten to undo us,

We will not fear, for God hath willed

His truth to triumph through us !

Whether we agree with these men or not, there

is no question what they believed. They were

convinced that God's word had come to them.

He had spoken, and had given them the work

they were trying to do.

In our own time great numbers of people

have this same conviction* They may not care

to discuss their beliefs about themselves and

their careers with outsiders, any more than they

care to read their love letters in public. Fur-

thermore theymay find that their own sense of

a divine call fluctuates from year to year. But
variable or not, and secret or not, there it is

never to be wholly forgotten, overlooked, or

destroyed. \ One of the most useful men of the

last century was the English philanthropist,

Lord Ashley. When some ninety years ago
he began his work for the under-privileged
children of England he found conditions

among them which seem incredible to-day.
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Waifs of four, five, and six years of age were

being gathered off the streets and out of the

orphanages, and shipped by the wagon-load
to cotton mills. There they were put to work

in twelve- and fifteen-hour shifts* until like

fragile flowers they withered and died. Mean-

time other children were being corralled to

clean chimneys* One man was found in Lon-

don who had a whole troop of undersized boys

and girls working at that awful trade. The

youngest child, a boy four and a half years of

age, was saved to work in the narrowest and

dirtiest chimneys. When the little fellow re-

belled or hesitated a wisp of lighted straw was

held against the soles of his bare feet, and in

pain and terror he clambered upward. For

half a century Lord Ashley gave his life for

these helpless children. On one page of his

diary we find these moving words: "Busier

than ever today. A new lodging-house to care

for. A Ragged School, and a Thieves
5

Refuge.

My Vagrant Bill before Parliament. No
wonder people think me as small as my work.

Yet I Would not change it. Surely God has
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called me to this career/* All the way through
the centuries, from Elijah on ancient Horeb to

Lord Ashley in modern London, yon hear

those solemn words "God has called me." Is

there any truth in them? Does God really

speak to human hearts?

ii

The tendency of many people to-day, par-

ticularly young people, is to reject outright

any such idea. These modern critics say, usu-

ally with a certain tone of condescension: "The

men and women who claim to hear God's voice

belong to a highly imaginative and essentially

unstable human type. Their own overexcited

fancy generates the sense of divine nearness

and divine mission. Then this feeling, wholly
unfounded though it is, creates a definite su-

periority complex which, in turn provides an

enormous psychical stimulus. Thus these peo-

ple become effective leaders of their generation

though as a matter of sober fact they are

as thoroughly deluded as the individuals

who claim to see ghosts or hear spirits.
5*

These objections, phrased in one form or
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another, are sure to be raised whenever

experiences like those we were describing

are quoted. What reply can we make to

them?

We can point out* to begin with, that if we
wave aside jauntily all these experiences of a

divine call we dub as delusions the, deepest and

most significant experiences of literally mil-

lions of people. It is hard to believe that all

these individuals were utterly deceived. We
find in the group every one of the great re-

ligious leaders of the race, Jesus included. We
also find an immense number of people who

have had at some single instant in life a clear

sense of divine guidance. The difference be-

tween the second group and the first is, of

course, only one of degree. Men like Isaiah

and Jesus, Luther, and Lord Ashley seemed

to see their whole career clearly laid out before

them. The men and women in the second

group have no such clear vision of life as a

whole, but they do feel at special moments and

in particular situations that God is calling

them to a particular task. Beyond these two

groups, familiar in all the annals of religion,
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is still a third group which skeptics almost in-

variably forget. It is made up of the men and

women who have a strong and persistent sense

of mission but who for various reasons do not

ascribe the feeling to God. They usually say

it conies from some such large and indefinite

reality as "Duty" or "the Universe" or "the

Life-principle." Here is essentially the same

inner experience as that of religiously minded

individuals, but in this case it is not referred to

a divine source* Consider the confession of

one of our modern poets. Her sense of mission

is obvious, but it is ascribed to "our Ancient

Mother." Substitute for that phrase the word

"God," and you will find a perfect description

of the experience of numberless religious peo-

ple.

She is wlse^ our Ancient Mother^
Her ways a*e not our ways;

We cannot circumscribe her

Though we watch Iier all our days.

On eaeE of Eer questioning children

She presses a different will;

To one she says, "Keep busy/*

To one she says, "Keep still."
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She said to me, "Wait and listen,

I have plenty to drive and do ;

Tien once in a while when you are sure

Speak out a word or two."
*

Granted It is possible that all these people,

ranging from Jesus to the modern poet, are

thoroughly deceived, as millions of people were

deceived when they believed in ghosts. It

seems more reasonable to say that behind all

these experiences lies some element of truth.

Around that element of truth there may be

large accretions of fancy, legend, and sheer

superstition, but at the core lies something reaL

Can we discover what that bit of reality is?

in

Many people to-day, reading the records of

mystical experience, are puzzled by three re-

current situations. One is that accounts of

hearing God's voice are often couched in

strange and even fantastic language. Isaiah's

description of his experience with God con-

tains references to seraphim, voices, and

1 Karle W. Baker.
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a cloud of smoke that filled the Temple. Medi-

eval mystics lapse into the same use of the

bizarre. Saint Hildegarde, the German mys-
tic of the twelfth century, gives this account of

her visions of the divine :

The brightness which I see is not lim-

ited by space, and it is more brilliant than

the radiance around the sun. I cannot

measure its height or length or breadth.

Its name (which has been given me) is

"Shade of the Living Light." Within

that brightness I sometimes see another

light, for which the name "Living Light"
has been given. When and how I see

this I cannot tell, but when I do see it

all sadness and pain are lifted from me,
and I am a simple girl again and an old

woman no longer.

Does this curious language not discredit

the experience? Can we trust people
who saw or claimed to see such strange

sights?

The next time that situation seems disturb-

ing turn to a book of poetry. What extraordi-
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nary figures of speech imaginative people use

when they try to describe the experience of

loves and the sheer joy of comradeship with the

person who means most! Begin with Robert

Bums:

O my LYe's like a reel, red rose

That's newly sprung in June ;

O my Love's like the melodic

That's sweetly played in tune.

Taken literally, and interpreted by a person

with a prosaic mind, those words are sheer non-

sense. How could any human being be like a

rose and also like a melody? But read as po-

etry, and interpreted as brilliant and suggestive

symbols of an inner experience of joy, those

words gain a superb meaning. When attempts

to describe human love thus resort to symbol-

ism, we must not be surprised to find that at-

tempts to describe companionship with God do

the same thing. In both cases we must press

back of the symbolic language and try to sense

the vivid inner experience. Literal interpreta-

tions here, as in most religious writings, are

worse than useless.
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A second situation which disturbs many peo-

ple to-day as they study the mystical experi-

ence is this. Hundreds of individuals who

claim to hear God's voice are as far as out-

siders can *judge pitifully mistaken. They

wholly misinterpret the divine will, or they

count as God's message something which has

no possible relation to Him. The men in the

Middle Ages who were responsible for religious

persecutions belong in this class. Practically

all of them were convinced they acted under

divine orders* yet to-day we realize they were

motivated by fear, bigotry, and (more than

once) sheer jealousy. In our own time many
men and women, loudly advertising a divine

guidance, lapse into pitiful blunders and crude

stupidities. Do not situations like these, re-

curring constantly in human life, discredit the

mystical experience?

For your answer turn to the record that has

been made and is still being made in another

sphere of human experience. The history of

medicine, as any well-informed physician will

confess, is filled with strange chapters and dis-
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creditable incidents. The medicine men of

antiquity gave their patients nauseating doses*

failed to recognize the simplest ailments, and

more than once actually brought on death.

Even to-day ignorant individuals some de-

luded themselves, and others tricksters of the

meanest type claim powers which every sen-

sible person knows they do not possess, and

advertise remedies which are utterly fraudu-

lent. But does this mass of ignorance and

humbug give us the right to denounce all phy-

sicians, and say there is no element of truth in

medical science? Neither do the blunders of

religious fanatics nor the ignorance of medie-

yal believers give us the right to dub as delu-

sions the entirely different experiences of nor-

mal men and women. Turn, for example, to

the lines in which Matthew Arnold describes a

phase of mysticism which is familiar to many
of us:

Often in the world's most crowded streets

And often in the din of strife

There rises an unspeakable desire,

A longing to inquire

Into the mystery of this lieart that beats
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So wild, so deep in us; to know

Whence our thoughts come and where they go.

Then vague and forlorn

From the soul's subterranean depth upborne
Come airs and floating echoes,

A bolt is shot back somewhere in the breast,

The eye sinks inward and the heart lies plain.

A man becomes aware of his life's flow^

And then he knows

The hills where his life rose

And the sea ta which it goes.

Surely tlie experience of such men cannot be

discredited by the extravagances of abnormal

or ignorant individuals.

The third fact which puzzles many people

to-day as they think about God's dealings with

us is this. Psychologists have now discovered

and described many of the curious mechanisms

operating within the human brain. They
can tell us where our ideas come from, how

they work their way into the center of atten-

tion, and what extraordinary effects they

finally produce not only in the mind but also

in the body. The process of gaining an idea

and then being immensely stimulated by it is

now thoroughly understood and mechanically
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explained* In such a situation where is there

room for an outside agency called God? Can

we not leave Him out of consideration entirely,

and reduce both inward inspiration and out-

ward action to the interplay of the mechanisms

within the personality?

But the answer to these questions is appar-

ent to anyone who studies mechanisms and the

principles on which they operate.
'

There on

your desk is a telephone, a mechanical device

of almost incredible ingenuity and effective-

ness* Scores of tiny parts are fitted together

with deft precision and work in accordance

with intricate but well-understood laws. An
electrician can explain what happens at each

stage of a telephone conversation, and can

point out what tiny devices are brought suc-

cessively into play. But does this imply that

the telephone generates its own messages? On
the contrary, it is a means deliberately used by

one intelligence to bring messages to another.

We all admit that the brain has its mechanisms,

and that the processes that go on during a so-

called- religious experience can be studied and
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described in purely mechanical terms. We all

realize that a particular idea or ideal, long

buried within the memory-, can he brought from

its hiding-place, thrust into the center of at-

tention, and finally be made the means of rein-

tegrating an entire personality. But we be-

lieve that the Living God can and does make

use of these mechanisms, and through them

sends His messages and His inspirations to us.

Discovering the machinery of the process does

not eliminate God, any more than discovering

the mechanics of a telephone conversation

proves that the messages that come through the

instrument are self-generated. Modern psy-

chology does not "sweep God out of human

life.
9* Rather it shows the means by which

God works.

IV

Suppose we carry our discussion one step

further. If God does speak to human beings,

how does He do it? What are the ways in

which His messages come to normal people

to-day?

Some of us are convinced, to begin with,
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that God meets us on the higher ranges of our

Inner life. What are these higher ranges?

One is our reason. When we learn to think

think clearly, accurately, and consistently we

fit ourselves to receive the truth God is always

trying to give. Or to change the figure of

speech, we develop within ourselves a mecha-

nism through which God can communicate

more andmore clearlywith us. ^Nothing ismore

false than the notion that intelligence and deep

religious experience cannot go together. Thou-

sands of men and women can bear witness that

their sense of God grew stronger and their

consciousness of His guidance grew clearer as

they disciplined their minds by study and care-

ful thought. Surely a God of intelligence and

order and the Creator of a universe like ours

must have those qualities can communicate

more clearly and more constantly with a well-

trained and an orderly mind than He can with

a slovenly and an ignorant one. There is a

passage which Cotton Mather wrote in his

diary more than two centuries ago which many
of our contemporaries would do well to study:
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There Is a thought which I have often

had in my mind, but I would now lay

upon myself a charge to have It oftener

there. The light of reason is the law of

God, the voice of reason Is the voice of

God. We never have to do with reason

but at the same time we have to do with

God, and our submission to the rules of

reason is an obedience to God. As often

as I have evident reason set before me let

me think upon It. Therein the great God

speaks to me.

Another one of the higher ranges of the

human personality is the sense of beauty.

Animals seem to lack It entirely. Little chil-

dren reveal It only fitfully. But in matured

personalities it is a striking trait. Loveliness

in any form makes an instant appeal, and

within these minds rises an inevitable response.

How often this s-ense of beauty proves a gate-

way through which God's Inspirations flood the

soul!

I heard a bird at break of day
Sing

1 from the autumn trees

A song so mystical and calm,
So full of certainties,
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No man I think could listen long

Except upon Ms knees;
Yet this was but a simple bird

Alone, among dead trees.
3

That poem bears the perfect title "Overtones."

Above and beyond and through these elements

of beauty this poet heard what thousands of

sensitive souls have heard the still, small

Voice. God, speaking through beauty.

Our second conviction about God's dealings

with us is this. When God thus approaches us

on the higher levels of life He gives us defi-

nite ideas and inspirations. It is in this way
that He communicates with us, bringing the

insight and guidance and sustaining power
which we need and which He is ever seeking

to give. As long as we picture God's messages

coming in essentially miraculous and erratic

ways, either through startling events in the

world without or startling experiences in the

world within, we shall find it more and more

difficult to answer the objections raised by
modern science, But as soon as we realize that

God's way of reaching us and influencing us

* William A. Percy.
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is to work quietly through the mechanisms of

our own higher nature, rousing an old ideal

or bringing a new purpose into the center of

attention* then most of our difficulties will

disappear. You and I clearly have the power
to implant ideas and impulses in the minds of

other people. We do it in any one of a dozen

ways through the spoken or the written word,

through a look or a gesture or even by pro-

tracted silence. Is it impossible to believe that

God has His own way of doing the thing which

we do so easily and constantly?

"When one turns from theory to actual ex-

perience it seems clear that this is the way in

which God influences our lives. When our

spirit has been made sensitive, either by our

own deliberate efforts or by some deep experi-

ence coming to us from without, God pours

into our waiting mind the ideas that lead us

into the path of His choosing or give us re-

lewed strength and endurance for the duties

;hat are already clear. Rufus Jones gives this

llustration from his own experience:
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I had a friend who went alone one day
to consult a famous London doctor* This

friend was highly gifted, and was on the

threshold of a promising career in many
lines. Everything that makes life rich

and great seemed to stand before Mm,

But with almost killing frankness the doc-

tor told him that he was the victim of a

subtle and baffling disease which would

gradually destroy both his hearing and his

sight, and then seriously affect his mem-

ory. This man left the doctor's office and

stood stunned on the sidewalk outside.

All the large plans he had been making

for his life began to collapse like a house

of blocks* But while he stood there won-

dering what to do, he felt himself suddenly

surrounded by the invading love of God*

Beaten though he was, a sense of unutter-

able peace fiEed Ms heart. Thus there

emerged within Mm a new source of en-

ergy wMch changed his despair into en-

during hope and joy, and gave him all
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through life an extraordinary power and

influence/

How could such a momentous change be

wrought, first In that man's inner and then in

his outer attitude? God could do it by waking
within his mind in that moment of crisis an idea

that had been implanted there years before:

"When thou passest through the waters I will

be with thee. The Eternal God is thy refuge,

and underneath thee are the Everlasting

Arms." Grant God's power Jo bring such

Ideas into human consciousness in moments of

great need or heightened sensitivity, and you

open the way for God to deal with us day after

day giving us the guidance, the wisdom, the

endurance, and the faith in ourselves and in

Him which finally make us "more than con-

querors."

As torrerits in summer

Half-dried in their channels

Suddenly rise, though the

Sky is still cloudless,

For rain has been falling

Far off at their fountains :

* Rtifus M. Jones, Fundamental Ends of Life, p. 106.
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So hearts that are fainting^

Grow full to overflowing,

"'And they that behold it

Maryeij and know not

That God at their fountains

Far off has been raining.
4

The final conviction about God's dealings

with us which some of us have reached is this*

We believe that anyone who honestly wants to

hear God's voice and have His help can do so.

Of course there are some Individuals who,

gifted with superb spiritual powers, hear the

divine messages more clearly and more con-

stantly than their companions do. There are

other individuals who, subjecting themselves

to long and patient discipline, finally develop

an unusual power to "think God's thoughts

after Him/* Such men and women become the

religious leaders of their generation* or even

of the race. The ordinary individual must not

expect to repeat the supreme religious experi-

ences of men like Isaiah and Jesus least of

all to do so the first time he makes an effort.

Neither must he expect to win Ms sense of God

*
Henry W. Longfellow.
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and bis understanding of God's will in exactly

the same way in which these other men did.

In some eases the conviction of a diyine call

and the discovery of a divinely appointed task

come with the suddenness and the overmaster-

ing power implied in the accounts given of

Isaiah and Paul, In other cases all a man
hears is a "still, small Voice/' and all he feels is

a deepening conviction that he is on the right

path and that he is not walking it alone.

The experience of hearing God's voice and

discovering His will is as individual a thing as

the experience of finding friendship or sharing

love-

But when we have admitted all this, the

great truth is still to be spoken. God is seek-

ing us even more eagerly than we are seeking

Him. Any man who wants to hear God's voice

can sooner or later, and in his own way
invariably hear it. That was Jesus* unshaken

conviction. It is the continuing experience of

our race, "Everyone that asketh receiveth.

Everyone that seeketh findeth. To everyone
that knocketh it shall be opened."
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O Lord of love,, to right my lot

Naught but Thy presence can aTail^

Yet on the road Thy steps are not

Nor on the sea Thy sail.

My "How?" and "When?" Thou dost not

But come down Thine own secret gtair;

That Thau mayest answer all my need*

Yea., every bygone prayer/

1

George MacDonald.



CHAPTEE VII

DOES GOD HAVE A PURPOSE FOB
INDIVIDUALS?

I

IN some cases a divine purpose seems fairly

clear. Here, for example, is a striking pas-

sage from the autobiography of Dr. Grenfelh

One night in 1885 1 was returning from

seeing a patient who lived in an outlying

section of London. On a vacant lot near

Shadwell I noticed a large tent, and out

of curiosity I entered. I found myself

in an evangelistic meeting conducted by

Moody and Sankey, It was all new to

me, and when a tiresome person began to

make a long prayer I decided to leave.

But suddenly the leader (who as I learned

afterward was D. L. Moody) called out

to the audience, "Let us sing a hymn
[ 152 ]
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while our brother finishes Ms prayer/*

His practical way of handling that situa-

tion interested me, and I stayed the service

out. When I finally left, it was with the

determination either to abandon religion

entirely or else make a real effort to do

what I thought Christ would do. With a

mother like mine that choice could have

but one issue. My mother had always

been my ideal of unselfish love. So I

made up my mind to do what I thought

Christ would do if He were in my place/

There were the simple events and the quiet

decisions of forty years ago. But see what has

flowed from them. The life-work of one of the

most useful men of our generation* The re-

lease from pain of thousands of poor folk all

over Labrador* The organization of a system

of philanthropies that promises to remake one

of the neediest corners of the world. Are all

these things the result of coincidence? Did

Grenfell happen to decide to attempt Christ-

like service, and then happen to follow the

1 W. T. Grenfell, A Labrador Doctor, pp. 44, 4&
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course he has followed? Is lucky chance re-

sponsible for It all? Granted that no answer

to these questions can be proved in a mathe-

matical sense. Some of us turn from the study

of this life and its enormous influence for good

with the ineradicable feeling that coincidence

cannot wholly account for it. We believe that

God had a purpose for this man, a definite and

a significant use for his abilities. Grenfell

found this plan and fitted his life into it. Only
time can reveal the full significance of the

result.

Our convictions on this point are strength-

ened when we study our own experience. We
may not be able to detect any large or sus-

tained divine plan for our career, but there are

many smaller situations which we hesitate to

explain on the easy theory of coincidence. For

one thing, most of us discover when we look

back that there were distinct and important

preparations for experiences far in the future.

Part of the training we had in youth proved
decades later to fit us for the entirely different

career life forced upon us. Some of the con-
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vietions we gained In one period of life proved

In the course of time to bring us victory in

wholly unforeseen difficulties.

Similarly the disappointments that came to

us proved more than once hlessings in disguise.

For a time they seemed walls of cruel frustra-

tion. Then, in a moment of far vision, we

caught glimpses of the goal toward which we

were hlindly moving, and these walls of frus-

tration revealed themselves as walls of Mndly

guidance. In one form or another this experi-

ence has come to a surprising number of peo-

ple, many of whom would never think of re-

vealing It to outsiders. Was this luck and

nothing more? As the years pass and as our

knowledge of life widens, some of us find it

increasingly difficult to say so. A college

student once confessed to an inquiring pro-

fessor, "God has stepped Into my life, He has

done it more than once, and He has done it

very perceptibly*" Many of us, looking back

over our own past, are compelled to make the

same confession. Someone wiser than we are

seems to have had a hand in our affairs.
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H
When we attempt, however, to think our-

selves clear on this matter of God's purpose
for individuals, several puzzling questions

force themselves upon the mind. The most

obvious one is this. When there are so many
people in the world, how can God be con-

cerned with each one separately? More than

one hundred million human beings in the

United States alone. Beyond our own land

uncounted millions more white and black, red

and yellow and brown. Perhaps a total of

eighteen hundred million individuals on the

Earth to-day. But if God is concerned with

men and women in our time He must have been

equally concernedwiththem in the past. Three

generations to a century, and how far back do

the centuries run? When we begin to com-

pute the number of human beings who have

crept into existence since our racial history be-

gan, and when we go on to say that God is

concerned with individual lives, we find our

theory involves serious mathematical difficul-

ties. Confronted by such a situation it is not
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surprising that many people to-day turn to the

easier belief that God has a purpose for the

human race as a whole but no purpose for the

individuals who make up the race. "God,"

these people say to us, "Is like a general who

leads a vast army on a long campaign. The

general has an objective for the army as a

whole, and strives to lead It from one victory

to the next. But the individual soldiers who

make up that army are unknown to the gen-

eral, and survive or perish without attracting

his attention. It is the army rather than the

solitary private that the general thinks about.

So God Is concerned with the race as a whole,

but not with individuals." Is there any reply

to such an argument?
For your answer go out and look at the

stars. If the night is clear you will be able to

see about four thousand with your naked eye.

If you study the stars through a telescope you
will be able to catch glimpses of thousands

more. If you slip a photographic plate under

the eye-piece of the telescope and study the pic-

ture developed from it you will see still more.
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Astronomers tells us that the number of stars

in opr galaxy Is certainly one thousand million,

and as one modern scientist quaintly adds "the

number may be twice as great/' But around

all those stars, numerous as they are, is a vast,

unseen power which we call natural law. It

impinges on them all, holding them in certain

orbits and making our stellar world a thing of

perfect order rather than endless confusion.

In a yery real sense, within that unseen power
these hosts of stars "live and move and have

their being/*

Suppose, now, you stop thinking of God as

a semi-material creature localized on a throne

in a far-away heaven. Suppose you begin

to think of Him as a Mind and a Power-

for-Good permeating our entire universe,

as that reality we call natural law perme-
ates the stellar world. When we think of God
in these terms it is not hard to believe that

He holds and surrounds us all, and that in Him
we human creatures "live and move and have

our being/* Neither is it hard to believe that

His infinite, all-encompassing mind knows
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what happens to each one of us, and forever

strives to guide each one of us into the wise

path of His choice, Basil King has stated this

modern conception of God with unusual vivid-

ness:

There was a time when it was hard for

me to believe that a God who was busy

with the immensities of the universe could

come down to such trivial affairs as mine.

To the Three-in-One in the far-off heaven

I must be a negligible thing, except on the

few occasions when I forced myself on the

divine attention. But suppose God is an

infinite Mind, bathing me round and

round with His thought as the sea bathes

the innumerable objects within its depths.

To such a God nothing would be small.

ISTo one thing would be further removed

from His attention than any other. When
an object is immersed in the ocean the

ocean has no extra trouble closing round

it. The object may be as small as a grain

of dust or as big as a battleship to the

water it is all the same. I am immersed
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in the Infinite Mind, closed round by it,

It gives God no extra trouble to think of

me, my work, and my desires. By the

very nature of God's being He can do

nothing else*
2

As long as we picture God in terms of a gen-
eral leading an army, many intellectual diffi-

culties will bewilder us when we try to con-

ceive of His interest in and His purpose for

individuals. But when we say with a great

thinker of the past, "Whither shall I go from

Thy spirit, and whither shall I flee from Thy
presence?" most of those questions will answer

themselves.

Another difficulty which troubles many peo-

ple to-day as they think about God's purpose
and guidance is this. We all have unless our

deepest feelings delude us completely some

measure of control over our decisions and our

courses of action. Our inheritance may be

given us, and our environment may prove to

be beyond our control, but in the last analysis

we have at least occasionally the power of

* Basil King, The Conquest of Few, pp, 51, 52.
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directing our thoughts and ideals and thus de-

termining within certain limits the precise

path we shall follow. As someone shrewdly

observed years ago, "Other people may be re-

sponsible for what we are to-day: we ourselves

are responsible for what we are trying to be

to-morrow." This measure of freedom means,

of course, that there is an uncontrollable and

unpredictable element in every human life, as

far as outside guidance and influence are con-

cerned. In the final analysis we make our own

decision where we shall live, what we shall do,

with whom we shall associate, and what ideals

we shall follow. How can such a situation be

reconciled with our theory of God's purpose

and guidance? Suppose some individual, for

reasons best known to himself, decides to move

in a direction wholly different from the one

which God desires. Does God's purpose for

that man break down, or does God overpower

the man and literally crowd him into the path

of the divine choice? It is fairly simple to pic-

ture natural law guiding and controlling the

stars. It is entirely different to try to picture
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God controlling the actions of millions of

human beings each one of whom has a certain

power of self-determination.

But here again the difficulties are not in-

superable. Think of the scene you might find

to-day in any of the harbors or waterways

along our coast. There are a dozen vessels,

each sailing in a different direction. Each cap-

tain has the power to choose his own course and

set his sails accordingly. Yet all the time, be-

neath those different vessels with their different

destinations, flows a steady, silent tide* Hour
after hour it sweeps consistently in a certain

direction, irrespective of the notice of lands-

men or the desire of sailors. Some ships fight

against that tide, driving themselves stub-

bornly against its quiet and persistent

strength. Other vessels catch its favoring drift

occasionally, and for a brief hour are carried

onward by its power. Still other captains

study the tide, chart its movement and its exact

direction, and then yield their vessel to its

vast energy* There, some of us believe, is a

picture of God's relation to human lives. Each
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one of us has the ability to choose his own

course, set his own sails, and make his way
slow or fast to the haven of his desire. But

through this world of ours pours a steady,

silent tide the tide of God's purpose for the

race and forindividuals. Men have-been study-

ing that tide for centuries, and they have finally

concluded that it is always pushing in the

direction of truth and wisdom and love.

Whenever you and I begin to live at our best,

meeting our problems with our best intelli-

gence and our bravest courage, we yield our-

selves to the great tide of God. Whenever we

begin to think and work for others rather than

for ourselves alone, we let the vast current

sweep us forward to the haven of its own wise

choice.

God*s purpose for the world ? It is a reality,

evident to anyone who will study the major

drifts of history. God's purpose for individ-

uals? It is a reality, discovered and shared the

moment we put our lives on their own highest

level. The ultimate haven toward which we

move? We cannot discover it in advance.
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We do not know when we shall reach it* or

how many obstacles we may encounter on the

way. But the great tide carries us steadily

forward, and we can trust that tide to bring

us finally where God wants us to be.

When I have lain an hour watching the skies

With oaken boughs above my grassy bed^

An ocean seems to open on my eyes

With ships of cloud that linger overhead.

And argosies I see and navies brave

With fiame of flags and pomp of pennons dressed

Triumphant galleons freighted to the rail

Seeking their harbor with extended sail.

And we who steer and tack^ struggle and mo-urn,

To win. a point or round a promontory.

Nursing the shore and angling with the windj
We too sweep toward some goal insensibly
Like those slow-moving treasures of the sky.

8

There is one more difficulty which puzzles

many people to-day. They find, both in their

own experience and the experience of their

friends, that circumstance and coincidence play
an immense part in human affairs. One man,

lucky beyond any possible desert, enjoys health

and prosperity from his youth. Another man,

9 John Jay Chapman.
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equally deserving on any basis of inner worth

and outer effort, encounters bad luck instead of

good. His health is wrecked by diseases he

cannot control, his wealth is dissipated by the

mistakes of other people, and finally his

achievements are cut short by premature sick-

ness and death. J$o longer can we believe as

men once did that such situations are deliber-

ately devised by God. Our modern view of

life and experience makes a place, and a

large place, for the indeterminate and bewil-

dering factor of coincidence. How can such

a scheme of things be adjusted to the belief

that God has a purpose for individuals?

Or are we to confess frankly that fate

and circumstance occasionally interrupt God's

plans?

That is exactly what we confess. But we go

on to point out that God never deserts us when

His initial plan for our career is interrupted.

Immediately He forms a new plan, constantly

adjusting His purposes to the changing situa-

tions with which both He and we have to deal.

Perhaps an illustration will make this point
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clear* Here is a surgeon whose deepest hope
is that his son will succeed him in his profes-

sion and his practice. For years every effort is

made to interest- that boy in surgery. His

father takes him to visit a hospital, tells him of

the fascination of outwitting disease and con-

quering pain, and one day lets the boy witness

a major operation* The son goes through

school and college, and finally to the father's

immense delight enrolls in medical school.

Then the incredible happens. The boy's finger

is injured, the infection spreads through his

hand, and finally the surgeons are forced to

amputate his arm. His career as his father's

successor is wrecked beyond hope of repair.

But does the father abandon the boy, and leave

him to shift pitifully for himself? Certainly

not! At once that father begins to formulate

a second set of plans for that boy's life. Even
if that son cannot be an operating surgeon, he

may be a professor of anatomy, or a medical

scientist, or the director of a hospital. A sec-

ond best;, and eventually that second best may
prove as satisfying to the boy and as valuable
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to the world as the first best would have

been.

There, some of us are convinced, Is a pic-

ture of God's dealings with human lives. Any-
one who watches people soon realizes that there

are innumerable situations in our world which

must be frustrations rather than fulfilments of

the divine desire. How could God ever want

to see men stricken with tuberculosis, or want

to watch them wreck their best years with stu-

pidity and sin? But when these tragedies arise

you and I and God too do everything in our

power to stop the disaster and then salvage

what can be saved. We strive in a dozen ways
to turn the sorry course of events in some hap-

pier direction. You sayyou missed God's plan

for your life ten years ago? That circum-

stances and your own mistakes blocked the use

that might have been made of your powers?

But God has a second plan for you. He will

reveal that second best and lead you steadily

toward it as soon as you begin to make the most

of yourself for Him. Why not trust Him,

pluck up courage, and try again?
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No soul can be forever banned,

Eternally bereft:

Whoever falls from God's right hand

Is caught into His left/

III

Suppose we try to carry our thought a step

further. What is it God is trying to do with

human lives? Can we state, even in general

terms, what His major purposes for us are?

The ancient belief in a detailed predestina-

tion, or even a detailed divine purpose, is now

generally abandoned. Most of us can no longer

believe that God is concerned with the precise

words we uttered ten days ago, or the fact that

we walked yesterday on one side of the street

rather than the other* When we think of

God's purposes for human lives we think in

larger and more general terms. The conclu-

sions to which some of us have come can be

stated briefly and simply. We believe, to be-

gin with, that God is always striving to use

us to help other people. That is His first and
most obvious purpose for each human life to

* Edwin Markhara*
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make that life of service to others, All of us,

looking back across the years, can discover one

situation after another in which we were used

to meet the needs of the men and women about

us. The more we think about these situations

the surer we are that they are not the result of

coincidence. The conviction deepens in our

minds that in these moments God used us,

fitted us into His larger purpose for the world.

Sometimes this providential use of human

lives becomes evident only after long periods

of time have elapsed. Then suddenly it shines

in splendor, bringing a flash of meaning into

the apparently trivial incidents of long ago.

During her youth Alice Freeman Palmer, once

president of Wellesley, spent some time teach-

ing a class of small girls recruited from a tene-

ment district. One day the idea came to her

to ask these children, pitifully dirty and un-

promising, to find something beautiful in their

dingy world and then the next week tell the

rest of the class about it. When the next week

came one small girl said slowly, "I ain't found

nuttin' beautiful where I lives,
y

cept the suti-
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shine on our baby's curls/
3

Years later* long

after Mrs. Palmer's untimely death, her hus-

band was lecturing at a university in the west,

His hostess that night could hardly wait to tell

him that she had once been a member of a class

of small girls taught by Mrs. Palmer- She

said, "I can remember that your wife once

asked all of us to find something lovely in the

rather unpromising neighborhood where we

lived, and that the next week I came saying
that the only beautiful thing I had found was

the glint of the sunlight on my little sister's

curls. But that suggestion your wife made
was the turning-point in my life. Then and

there I began looking for beauty, and I have

found it everywhere ever since." God's pur-

pose for individual lives? Some of us are sure

we see it there. We believe this young teacher

was used by God to meet the need of those

children.

A second conviction some of us have reached

is that God is always striving to bring us to the

particular place and the particular career in

which we can do most for others. He not only
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seeks to use us day by day in the locality in

which we happen to be. He also strives to

lead us to the situation and the work in

which our efforts for others will be most valu-

able. Suppose we confess frankly that there

are many human lives in which such an element

of sustained and significant guidance is not

clear. We all know men and women who, as

a result of sin or stupidity or sheer coinci-

dence, never succeed in making an adequate

use of their abilities. We say they never "get

into the right place/* But when we have made

this admission, we must go on to point out

that there are other lives which seem literally

maneuvered into the position which, as later

events show5 uses their power in an almost

incredible way.

Consider the experience of Abraham Lin-

coln. Few people realize in what a strange

fashion his career was repeatedly redirected

until finally, in ways that no one would ever

have foreseen, he was thrust into the Presi-

dency in America's hour of supreme need.

"Lincoln went to the Black Hawk War a cap-
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inj and through no fault of his own returned

a private. That was the end of his military

career. Then his country store failed com-

pletely, "winked out
5

as he used to say* The

surveyor's compass and chain with which he

earned his living for a time were finally sold to

pay his debts. He was defeated in his first

campaign for the Legislature, defeated in his

first attempt to be nominated for Congress,

defeated in his application to be appointed

Commissioner of the General Land Office, de-

feated in the senatorial election of 1854 in

Illinois, defeated in his aspirations for the

yice-Presidency in 1856 (and defeated when

a nod from half a dozen politicians would have

brought him success), and defeated again in

the senatorial elections of 1858. Yet 1861

found him in the White House."
5 Was it luck

that led Lincoln through that maze? Was it

happy coincidence that gave him to America?

Some of us can never think so. We believe

that God found him, trained him, led him

through one crossroad after another, and
B L G. Nicolay, A Short Life of Abraham Lincoln, p. 552.
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finally put Mm in the place wMch probably no

one else in Ms generation could have filled.

There is one more conviction wMch some of

us hold. We believe that God is always trying

to train and develop us, seeking to perfect our

powers by subjecting us to the varied disci-

plines of life. Of course it is easy to carry this

theory too far, and ascribe to God's desire un-

happy situations which we ourselves ought to

eradicate* We all meet men and women who

persist in saying that the strain and bitterness

of their own home is God's doing, a hard dis-

cipline sent by Him to teach them patience and

resignation. Meantime every unprejudiced

neighbor realizes that this domestic unhappi-

ness is traceable to the weakness and the stu-

pidity of the parents themselves, and that the

situation must be a tragedy to God as it cer-

tainly is to men. Long experience has shown

that it is dangerously easy to justify our own

failures by shifting the responsibility onto

God's shoulders, and then murmuring "divine

discipline/'

Yet when all is said there are other cases,
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and a surprisingly large number of them, that

reveal a wise and loving education continued

throughout the years. In a recent volume Dr.

Coffin quotes the experience of a man of our

own day:

As the years passed he had to bear a

series of devastating disappointments.

Much of his wealth was swept away.

Then his home-circle was sadly broken*

Then his artistic ability, on which he had

depended for both stimulus and occupa-

tion, was taken from him. Yet at the end

of his life this man used to say that no

matter how other people felt about their

career, he was sure that his own had been

an education of a deliberate and loving

kind. And he added that the day when he

realized this saw that every incident in

his life had had some deep and intentional

value for him was one of the happiest

days he had ever known/

Granted that some of our own experiences can
6 H. S. Coffin, What Is TUre in Religion? p. 66.
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never be explained or justified in this clear

fashion. As we look back over the years most

of us gain glimpses of what seems a wise and

loving education. After all, our hard work

did bring us strength. Our disappointments

did teach patience* Difficulties and problems

did rouse our courage and quicken our intelli-

gence. Can this be the answer to the riddle of

existence? Is this life a slow and deliberate

education for an ampler life beyond? That is

the faith to which the years have finally

brought unnumbered people.

We cannot look beyond
The spectrum's mystic bar,

Beyond the violet light

Yea, other lights there are,

And waves that touch us not,

Voyaging far,

Vast, ordered forces whirl

Invisible, nnfelt;

Their language less than sound,

Their names unspelt.

Suns cannot brighten them

Nor white heat melt,
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Here in the clammy dark

We dig; as dwarfs for coal;

Yet One Mind fashioned it

And us, a luminous whole:

As lastly thou shalt see

Thou, O my soul I
T

Grace Wilkinson.
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HOW MUCH WILL GOD DO TO
HELP US?

i

JUST after the War a California minister

preached a sermon on the interesting topic,

"God's Hand Seen in Seven Incidents of the

World War.59
This minister claimed that on

seven different occasions Germany had victory

within her grasp, but that in each instance God

intervened and snatched it away. Here is one

of the seven incidents quoted:

On April 22, 1915, at four o'clock in

the afternoon, the Germans at Ypres
turned loose their first cloud of poison

gas. The Allied soldiers were wholly un-

prepared and fell in heaps. The way was

thus clear for the Germans to rush

[m]
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through the broken lines, seize the Chan-

nel ports, and win the war. But what

happened? The hour for that attack had

been determined by the German meteor-

ologists, who had assured the general in

command that the direction of the wind

was favorable and would not change for

at least thirty-six hours. It would thus

carry the gas far beyond the Allied lines,

and leave the way clear for the Germans

themselves to advance in safety. But as

a matter of fact the gas was suddenly
whirled about and flung on the Germans

themselves. Gasping and strangling they

staggered by the thousands to their death*

The strangest circumstance of all was that

the direction of the wind changed only in

the small sector where the gas had been

turned loose. Dr. Schmaus,. the leading

meteorologist of the German army, de-

clared afterward that in forty years of

experience he had never seen the wind act

so strangely. How do we explain the

situation? God worked a miracle. He
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swung the wind around In that little area

and hurled the German gas on the Ger-

mans themselves. God is the Father of

the wind. The Bible speaks in 116 places

of the things He does with it.

How do such theories impress most of us?

If we are honest we must confess they leave us

skeptical. Without raising the question

whether God would ever fling poison gas on

anybody, we find ourselves wondering whether

He ever interferes with the action of the wind

in any such arbitrary and miraculous fashion.

The results of modern scientific investigation

indicate that such erratic occurrences literally

never happen. As far as we can see^ the realm

of Nature is a thoroughly orderly and reliable

place in which developments follow each other

with unvarying precision. The tides rise and

fall with such unerring accuracy that we can

prophesy to-day just when it will be high water

in any harbor on earth a century hence. Our

globe turns on its axis and sweeps onward

through space with such unfaltering regularity

that astronomers can tell decades in advance
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just when the son will appear over the horizon

on a given morning.

Even the comets, once thought utterly un-

predictable in their movements, now reveal

themselves as steady wayfarers through the

heavens. Halley's Comet, for example, terri-

fied our forbears times without -number, and

was regarded by them as a special warning
brandished by God where everyone could see

it. Now we know that Halley's Comet has al-

ways been moving through space with perfect

regularity, and that it has no more to do with

divine warnings than does the morning sun*

The Comet was last visible from our Earth in

1910, and now it is rushing away from the

limits of our vision at inconceivable speed.

When it reaches a point thirty-three times as

distant from the sun as we are, it will swerve

automatically in its course and stream back

toward us. At a predetermined time in 1985
it wiH again be visible in our sky, and our chil-

dren and grandchildren will stare at it with a
mild curiosity. When modern science thus re-

veals a universe of unbroken law and unfalter-
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ing sequences, we need not be surprised to find

intelligent people shaking their .heads skepti-

cally when anyone speaks of divine manipula-

tions of the wind* The men of the Middle

Ages might have looked for these miraculous

happenings in the realm of Nature. Most of

us do not.

Ji

But do these iron laws of Nature leave us

helpless? Do they rob us of our power to

influence, directly or indirectly, the threatened

course of events? A moment's thought will

show that they do not. As a matter of fact all

of us are constantly pitting one force against

another, driving one law in opposition to an-

other, and in this way gaining a certain con-

trol over the sequences of life. Perhaps an illus-

tration will make this point clear. One day

last summer you were standing on the seashore

watching a skilful skipper bring his boat to her

mooring. The wind happened to be blowing

in exactly the wrong direction, and left to itself

would speedily have carried that little craft far

out to sea. But the skipper was not alarmed.
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He pulled Ills sail la tight, tacked back and

forth, and finally zigzagged up to his mooring
in the very face of the wind. How was he able

to accomplish that unnatural result? Nothing
that he did or could do changed in the

slightest the direction of the wind. Its direc-

tion and its precise Telocity had been prede-

termined by situations over which no one of us

has the slightest control. But that skipper

skilfully pitted one force against another

the resistance of his close-hauled sail against

the thrust of the breeze and by so doing he

changed the natural course of events and

brought his boat to a spot it would never have

reached without his directive intelligence. Day
after day all of us thus recombine the rigid

powers of tKe world of Nature and redirect

its blind energies* We never change its move-

ments or disrupt its laws. But we do learn to

control them, and in this way we achieve a

certain mastery over the mechanisms that

move blindly everywhere about us.

Suppose we think of God's activity in these

same terms. He too lives and works amid these
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rigid and relentless laws* For Him as for us

two and two make four, lieat expands and cold

contracts, and the great cycle of birth and

growth and death continues its steady se-

quence. It was 011 this pattern that God built

our world, and now, for Him as well as for us,

the vast mechanisms maintain their unfalter-

ing movements. But in this universe of law

God is, we believe, a center of directive power*

By pitting one force against another God

manipulates these rigid sequences in such a

way that His purposes are slowly fulfilled. In

other words, God works through law rather

than in spite of it, Where, now, does He
work? In the realm of Nature, or in the realm

of human life, or in both?

ill

It is theoretically possible that God might

work directly in the realm of Nature* He

might at any time interrupt the normal proc-

esses He finds there, and in an arbitrary and

miraculous fashion achieve new ^esults in a

new way. If God had the power to establish
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the mechanisms of the natural world and put

them in operation He certainly must have the

power to stop them or alter their movements if

He so desires. As the minister in California

would insist, it is a small thing for an Almighty
God to change the direction of the wind for a

few moments at a particular spot on the battle-

line in France.

But the question is not what God might do,

but what God does do. As a matter of fact,

not of theory, does God interrupt arbitrarily

and miraculously the processes of Nature?

Experience and observation give a clear and

distinct answer. God does not. As far as the

human race has been able to discover after cen-

turies of existence here, God lets the mecha-

nisms of the natural world roll along their re-

lentless course. Far beneath the surface of

the Earth developments begin among the rock

strata which in the end will bring on an earth-

quake attended by a ghastly loss of life. God

might interfere at the beginning of the process

and thus prevent the final disaster* But obvi-

ously God does not* In the invisible realm
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of microorganisms a growth process starts

which finally produces a gerin of fearful malig-

nancy. God might interfere and stop the in-

fluenza epidemic at its incipiency. But clearly

God does not. Whatever theoretical views we

may hold about God's relation to the world of

Nature, most of us act in daily life on the as-

sumption that the processes of Nature will fol-

low their blind and predetermined course. We
no longer ask God to stop the rain. We have

an instinctive feeling that the storm will con-

tinue till weather conditions change.

If God does not interfere directly with the

processes of Nature, does He work anywhere
in our world? Some of us are convinced that

He does. We believe that His sphere of

operation is the human realm, and that He is

forever at work in the minds and hearts of men

striving to affect their ideals and their decisions.

By thus influencing human beings God even-

tually gains control not only over human lives

but also over some developments in the natural

world. Why God should thus limit His

operations, and why He should thus work indi-
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rectly, we cannot explain* We can only say

that experience and observation indicate that

these are His methods. There is a passage in

the autobiography of Dr. Grenfell which illus-

trates these ideas with singular vividness:

In 1889 I crossed the Atlantic in a

small schooner which I was told would

never reach Labrador. But there I finally

landed. The conditions we encountered

were deplorable. When a fisherman fell

sick or when accidents occurred the people

there had no medical assistance whatever.

I recall one of the first cases I treated*

Late in the evening of our first day in a

harbor on the coast I noticed near our

schooner a miserable bunch of boards that

served as a boat Sitting silent in it was a

half-clad, brown-haired, brown-faced fig-

ure. After long hesitation this man spoke.

"Be you a real doctor ?
5 * When I said that

was what I tried to be, he answered, "Us
hasn't got no money, but there's a sick

man ashore if so be you'd come and see

him." I found the patient in a tiny sod-
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covered hovel, its one window made of odd

fragments of glass. The floor was of peb-

bles from the beach, and the earthen walls

were damp and chilly. There were half a

dozen rude wooden bunks around the

room, and in one corner were six neglected

children. A man dying of pneumonia was

coughing his life out in the darkness of a

lower bunk, while a pitifully dressed

woman was giving him a little cold water

out of an old spoon. During that first

visit to Labrador I treated nine hundred

people who would never have seen a doc-

tor had I not gone there. That settled

the question of my life-work. I volun-

teered for service in Labrador, and IVe

been asking for more volunteers ever

since/

Granted that God might have solved the prob-

lem in those fishermen's homes by miraculously

destroying the germs of pneumonia, tubercu-

losis, and infantile paralysis. The obvious fact

is that He did not, and that He does not, work

< T Grenfell, A Labrador Doctor, pp. 120, 121.
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that way. He waited till He found human

hands and minds through which He could

work* Then and only then did He act,

Many people of our time, hearing a theory

like this3 jump to the conclusion that if God
works only through people His operations

must be sadly limited in scope* Such an idea

is wholly false. Through human agencies God
can finally achieve momentous redirections of

events inmany spheres . Workingthroughmen
like Dr. Grenfell He can ultimately remake

the very conditions of existence in Labrador.

Working through the people whose lives touch

yours and mine He can quickly redirect the

course of our career. "We pray for God's

help, but we little realize in how many strange

ways it comes to us unsolicited through the

busy days. The spoken or printed word that

brings its note of cheer just when we were most

discouraged, the unwelcome delay that changes
a momentous choice, the laughter of a little

child> the words of a song floating in at a win-

dowin all these and countless other ways our
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spirits are impressed and our acts are

guided."
s

If God had the power to work

through human agencies every one of those

leadings is possible* The word that brought

us our much-needed courage may have come as

the result of an impulse God put into the mind

of one of our friends* The unwelcome delay

that proved to have such momentous conse-

quences may have been forced upon us by
someone who, all unconsciously, was doing

God's will. The laughter of the little child,

and the words of the song echoing through the

window, may have been God's effort in our

behalf, an effort carried on indirectly through

other people. When we say that God leaves

the realm of Nature to follow its own course

and does His work through human agencies,

we do not rule out the possibility of significant

divine help. The way is still open for God to

do "exceeding abundantly, above all that we

ask or think, according to the power that work-

eth in us?*

a H. S. Coffin,
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IV

Assuming that this is God's way of work-

ing, have we any idea how He influences

human lives? What is it that He does to help

us? The conclusions which some of us have

reached are these. We believe, to begin with,

that God helps us and guides us by giving us

moments of clear vision. The experience on

which we base this conviction is familiar to

almost everyone. We meet a bewildering situ-

ation or a difficult decision. In spite of all our

efforts we find ourselves inwardly confused

and uncertain, unable to see what we should

do or how we should do it. We ask for God's

help, and what happens? Slowly a mood of

quietness steals over our spirit, then the puz-

zling elements in the situation begin to lose

their bewildering aspect, and finally we begin
to see clearly the path of immediate duty.

Moments of clear vision, and when they come
how many of our problems silently solve them-

selves! Again and again this experience has

come to honest seekers. Some of us can never

interpret it as coincidence, or feel that it was
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the automatic product of changing brain states.

To us it means God.

The sky was broidered o'er with cloud today,

Silver and white, somber and pale, golden and gray.

Pinnacled fanes were there, and little flocks at play.

Then as I watched there came a breeze

And lo ! a sudden rift.

And there peeped out at me
One little magic patch of innocence.

purging wind

Blow down the skies again !

Scatter the cloud-drift of my mind,
The strangely sculptured vapors of my brain,

And let God's blue -

Shine through!
One little space of clear

That steadfast smiles between the moving thought

All in gray mazes wrought,
Moid strikes a blessed stillness to my heart.

8

r
1 A second way in which God helps us is by

wringing definite ideas and impulses within the

circle of our attention. The picture hy which

psychologists now suggest the activity of the

mind is familiar to most of us* Moment by
moment a stream of sensations, thoughts, im-

pulses, memories, and ideas flows through the

8
Evelyn Underbill
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mind. On the surface of that turbulent flood

Is a single spot of brilliance* as though a search-

light were shining down through the dark. We
call that circle of radiance our attention. As

the instants pass* different ideas and impulses

rise suddenly into that spot of light. They

linger there momentarily, and then slip out

into the darkness beyond. We say they go
"out of the mind/' "pass into oblivion/* No
one can explain fully why the ideas and im-

pulses that thus emerge into the circle of atten-

tion do so. In some cases they seem to be

brought there by laws of memory, suggestion,

or association of ideas* In other cases there

seems no special reason why one idea rather

than another should suddenly flash, into bril-

liance before us. But moment by moment the

ideas and impulses emerge there, and once

there they tend in accordance with, familiar

laws of the mind to be translated into action.

Some of us believe that God has the power
to bring ideas and impulses into the circle of

attention. Sometimes it is an old ideal that

God thus flashes before us. We find it point-
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ing us again to a standard of thought and life

taught years ago, but years ago forgotten. Or

sometimes it is a new conviction that God lifts

into our mind. The constituent elements of

that new belief may have been in our conscious-

ness for long periods of time, but now they are

suddenly combined into a new synthesis and &

new truth dawns in splendor on our waiting

spirit. It was some such experience that Jesus

had when God revealed to Him the new in-

sights and glimpses of reality which have been

ever since the priceless spiritual possessions of

the race* It is this experience which, in far

smaller degree, comes to numberless men and

women of our time. They carry their quest

for truth as far as they can and then the final

insight is "given." All this sheer coincidence?

A happy result that would have come anyway
from the mechanical processes of the brain and

the body? Some of us can never make that

interpretation of the deepest experiences of the

human spirit.

The sphere of the supernal powers

Impinges on this world of ours,
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The breath of a diviner air

Blows down tlie answer to our prayer.

Then all our sorrow, pain, and doubt

A great compassion clasps about,

With smile of trust and folded hands

The passive soul in waiting stands

To feel, as flowers the sun and dew,
The one true Life its own renew/

A third way in which God helps us is by put-

ting into the mind of someone else the impulse
to do for us what we cannot do for ourselves.

In most cases God can give us the deliverance

we need by bringing a moment of clear vision,

and then sending an impulse that starts us

on the right path* But there are times when

the deliverance we crave is beyond the limits of

our own strength and power. In these situa-

tions God strives to bring us that deliverance

by waking in the mind of some other person
the impulse to do for us wfrat we are unable to

do for ourselves* This was the way in which

God answered the prayers of the needy fisher-

men in Labrador by waking in the mind of

an English doctor the willingness to spend and

*John G. WMttier.
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be spent in their service. This is the way in

which God meets day after day the need of

thousands of the people about us. Few of

them confess their experience, and stiH fewer

look behind the sequence of events that has

finally brought their deliverance. But there

God is5 leading one man to answer the prayers

of another* One of our mission boards has re-

cently published this incident:

A sudden emergency arose in one of our

mission stations in China. The leader

there sent a cablegram to the home office

here, stating that certain funds were des-

perately needed and adding that he and

the men with him were praying that God

would put into the mind of someone in

America the impulse to give what was re-

quired. When the secretary of the home

office went to his desk the following morn-

ing he found the message waiting there.

Repeatedly during that day he added his

prayers to the prayers of the men in

China. Late in the afternoon an elderly

stranger entered the office and inquired
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for the secretary. With some hesitation

he asked if there were any special emer-

gency on the mission field which a gift

from Mm might meet* The secretary re-

plied by laying the cablegram in his hands.

He read it slowly, and then told his story*

As he and his wife were making their

usual prayer together that morning, the

conviction was borne in on them both that

they ought to do something for the cause

of Christ more generous than they had

done hitherto. All day this persistent

sense of obligation followed this man, and

on his way home he dropped into the office

of the mission board to see if he could

really be of service. Now he stood ready

to answer the prayers of the men in

China*

What would have happened had that man
failed to respond to his own inner prompting
toward kindness? The same thing that hap-

pens when you and I fail in that regard. The

prayers of other people must go unanswered.
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God must find someone else to take our oppor-

tunity.

All tMs suggests the answer to a question

which great numbers of people are asking to-

day What happens when we pray? The first

thing that happens, and the obvious thing, is

that certain natural and reflex benefits accrue

from the mere act of growing quiet and then

giving expression to our own inward feeling.

But that is not all that happens. When we

open our lives in our own way and with utter

sincerity, help flows in from a Source beyond.

God may leave the processes of Nature to fol-

low their blind and unfaltering course, but He
does "restore our soul." Our attitude of recep-

tivity and aspiration opens the way for Him to

do what He has always been ready to do. He

gives us a new poise, a new insight, a new per-

spective on ourselves and our problems. He

brings ideas, old aiid new, within the circle of

our attention. He strives to enlist others in

our behalf, as He has been doing ever since

our need arose. These are no mistaken fancies,
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no flights of a religiously inclined imagination.

They are the crystallized experience of Jesus,

and of ten thousand times ten thousand who
have followed His way of life. "Ask, and ye
shall receive. Seek, and ye shall find. Knock,
and it shall be opened unto you/'
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CHAPTER IX

CAN A PERSON WHO HAS NO
SENSE OF GOD GAIN ONE?

i

ONE of the most vivid poems of recent years

is the verse in which Thomas Hardy describes

his own inability to gain a sense of God. He
calls the poem "The Impercipient," and the

subtitle suggests that he wrote it after an un-

rewarding experience at a cathedral service.

That with, this bright believing band

I have no claim to be,

That faiths by which my comrades stand

Seem fantasies to me,
And mirage-mists their Shining Land,

Is a strange destiny.

I am like a gazer who should mark

An inland company

Standing np fingered with "Hark, hark,

The glorious distant sea!"

And feel "Alas, 'tis but yon dark

And wind-swept pine to me/*
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Yet I would bear mj shortcomings

With meet tranquillity

But for the charge that blessed things

I*d rather not have be;

O doth a bird deprived of wings
Go earth-bound wilfully?

Great numbers of people share Hardy
9

s

predicament. They want a sense of God's

reality and nearness, but try as they will they

cannot get it* Meantime other people., usually

sure of God, have long periods of uncertainty

in which He seems little more than a philo-

sophical possibility and a vague one at that.

If God is really here, why are so many people

unable to sense His presence? Why do the

best of us have frequent days of doubt?

We can suggest our answer to these ques-

tions by quoting the result of an investigation

recently made off the coast of Newfoundland.

The United States government sent one of its

vessels there to study the fog-banks which are

such a menace to shipping. With the help of

ingenious instruments devised by the Bureau
of Standards the investigators reached some
new and interesting conclusions about fog. In
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a fog-bank three feet wide* six feet high, and

one hundred feet long there is apparently only

about one-seventh of a glassful of water. That

small amount is divided into some sixty thou-

sand million tiny drops, each one perhaps four

ten-thousandths of an inch in diameter. Almost

invisible of course, and yet when those minute

fog-particles settle down over the Atlantic they

can speedily blot out such vast and indubi-

table realities as the sea, the sky* and even the

sun itself.

It is a matter of common experience that

hindrances quite as insignificant can obliterate

the splendors of the mental and the spiritual

world. A slight physical discomfort will spoil

the symphony concert which we had been an-

ticipating for weeks. We say the narrow chair

"took away** the beauty of the music. Simi-

larly a trivial anxiety lurking in the mind will

rob companionship with our friends of its ex-

pected charm. We find ourselves wondering
what has happened to these individuals, and

why their attractiveness has so suddenly dis-

appeared* Of course the beauty is still in the
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symphony and the splendor is still In our

friendships. But we ourselves are "out of

tune," temporarily unable to discover and ap-

preciate these spiritual realities.

This is, many of us believe, the situation we
meet so often in the realm of religious experi-

ence* God is here, as great and unchanging as

the sea, the sun, and the sky. But tiny hin-

drances, like those fog-particles off Newfound-

land, blur our view or obliterate our vision en-

tirely. Sometimes it is physical or nervous

fatigue that robs us of our sense of God. Some-

times it is hidden anxiety or secret sin* More
curious still, there seem to be certain individ-

uals who live in a perennial fog. Their mental

and spiritual makeup is such that they find it

almost impossible, even under the most favor-

able circumstances, to gain a clear sense of the

divine* We all realize there are some people
who cannot respond to color values, and others

who cannot appreciate the intervals of the

musical scale. Why should we be surprised to

find that there are occasional individuals whose

religious capacities are limited? The plain fact
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Is that only in rare instances does the life-

process succeed in producing a spiritual genius,

just as only in rare instances it succeeds in

producing an artistic genius. And it is only

occasionally in sudden moments of quick, far

vision that you and I pierce the fog and catch

clear glimpses of the Divine. Many of us re-

call James Russell Lowell's confession:

Iy that still pray at morning and at eve,,

Thrice in my life perhaps have truly prayed;

Thrice, stirred "below my conscious self, have felt

That perfect disenthrallment which is God.

n

Suppose you want a clearer or a more fre-

quent sense of God. How can you get it?

There are three facts all of us would do well to

bear in mind before we begin our quest at all.

The first is that the experience which we seek

will contain no strange, spectacular, or bizarre

elements. It will be something as quiet as dis-

covering friendship, as normal as responding

to human love.

Many people, particularly young people,

go astray at this point. When anyone men-
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tlons a sense of God they instinctively picture

some curious occurrence seeing a vision, tear-

ing a voice, finding one's desires altered, or

feeling the current of one's purpose swing sud-

denly in a new direction. Suppose we confess

that in some instances the experience of find-

ing God has been accompanied by these strik-

ing manifestations. Suppose we admit that

Biblical accounts of "seeing God" are almost

invariably couched in spectacular terms. The

experience that comes to most of us to-day

involves no such elements. It is a quiet and

a progressive discovery the ever-deepening

realization that beauty, strength, and a power
for right are here with us, and that they point

back to Someone greater than we are, Some-

one in whose vastness lie the sources and the

issues of our life.

Here, for example, is the way in which two

of the dominant figures of the last century de-

scribed their sense of God, John Huskin

wrote;

In my case there is a continual percep-
tion of Sanctity in the whole of Na-
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ture. It Is an instinctive awe mixed with

delight* an indefinable thrill. I feel this

perfectly only when I am alone, and then

it often makes me shiver from head to foot

with the joy and the fear of it. As when*

after heing away some time from the hills*

I get back to the shore of a mountain river

where the brown water circles among the

pebbles. Or when I see again the swell

of distant land against the sunset, and the

first Iow9 broken wall covered with moun-

tain moss.
1

Some of us well understand the experience he

describes. It brought us too a vivid sense of

God. The testimony of William James is

quite as impressive:

My sense of God is very vague. It is

impossible to describe it or put it in words.

It is something like another experience

which I have constantly finding a tune

singing in the back of my mind, a tune

which I can neither identify nor get rid of.

Something like that is my feeling for

1 Quoted by R. W. Sockman in Men of the Mysteries, p. 1ST.
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God. Especially at times of moral crisis

it comes to me, as the sense of an Un-
known Something which is backing me up*

It is most indefinite to be sure, and rather

faint. Yet I know that if it should cease

there would be a great hush, a great void

in my life/

With those two statements before you, turn

back to the experience of the greatest of men.

The more we study it the more clearly we see

that it reflects the same consciousness of com-

panionship. Jesus says simply, "I am not

alone. The Father is with me." That is the

experience you and I are seeking to-day. Not

something spectacular and abnormal. Rather

a deepening sense of comradeship with a

Friendly Spirit at the heart of life.

A second fact We would do well to keep in

mind is this. The precise form in which the

experience of God comes to anyone is condi-

tioned by his temperament and his surround-

ings. Centuries ago a medieval mystic wrote,

"There are as many unveilings of God as there

9
Ibid., p. 91.
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are saintly souls." How true, then and now!

In the final analysis each one of us has his own

path to God, his own set of experiences

through which the sense of God is slowly home
in upon his mind. Here, for example, is a

poet who has the chance to expose his sensitive

spirit to the silent loveliness of the fields in

spring. How does the sense of God come to

him? One of our modern authors tells us:

Is it such a little thing
To find a wild-flower

Twinkling in the wild-wood

Hour after hour,

Dancing to the wind's pipe
With a happy nod?

Is it such a little thing?
I think it is God.

a

Or here, in the sharpest contrast, is a man
who lives in a city and finds himself burdened

and bewildered by the incessant demands made

upon him throughout the busy days. Where
and how will he find God? Nature will have

no opportunity to bring the revelation, but it

8 Cale Young Rice.
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does come in other ways. One of our minor

poets makes this confession:

Sometimes contritely, seeking ease,

I say my sorrowful litanies,

Sometimes by the power of the Holy Ghost

I praise God with the angelic host,

But most of the time I just get through

The thousand things there are to do.,

And find myself too tired to pray
When I get to. bed at the end of the day.

Yet as through a covert of leaves a bird

Will be for a moment seen and heard,

So in the happy voice of a child,

The tender face of a man who smiled,

And the love of a mother, I see and hear

Through the thick of the day the God who. is near/

God In beauty, God in human kindness, God
in the urge toward nobler things, God in the

impulse for sacrificial kindness, God in the ex-

perience of inward renewal in all these dif-

ferent places different people find Him. You
will discover Him in your own way) a way de-

termined by your temperament and your sur-

roundings. In all the great experiences of

life each one of us must finally walk alone.

* G. M. H."
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Here is one more fact all of us need to re-

member as we make our quest for God* The

culminating experience, the sudden and sure

sense of the Eternal, usually comes in an un-

expected way and at an unexpected moment.

It is as though our mental and spiritual pow-

ers, working for years in imperfect adjust-

ment, suddenly slipped into unpredicted har-

mony. It is as though the final inspiration

from without, the inspiration we had long

sought in vain, were suddenly provided hy an

unexpected combination of circumstances.

Then the fog in which we have long lived sud-

denly grows thin, and blue sky and golden

sunlight begin to shimmer through the haze.

To many young people in the teens and twen-

ties these words will seem sheer nonsense. To

most men and women in the thirties and forties,

individuals who have passed through the

deeper experiences of life, they will seem sober

fact.

Perhaps the experience of a New England
student will illustrate this point. Suddenly

and in a wholly unpredictable way the sense
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of God which he had often heard discussed

came to him:

In the summer of 1924 I had an experi-

ence which definitely convinced me of the

reality of God, I went to visit a ranch in

the west, and after leaving the train I

had to ride about forty miles on horse-

back. It was nearly ten at night when

I finally reached my destination, and the

full moon was throwing a sheet of silver

over everything. I had to walk a little

way and cross a brook to reach the cabin

where I was to sleep, and it was while

I was on the way there that I had the ex-

perience of which I speak. The sky was

a beautiful deep blue, and the stars were

so big and bright that it seemed as if I

could almost touch them. Straight before

me were the Big Horn mountains, their

highest peaks rising ten thousand feet.

As a matter of fact those peaks were five

miles away, but o that clear light they
seemed to tower like a great wall before

me, I had the same sensation a man has
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when lie stands at the foot of a yery high

building and looks up along the wall to

the top. Then suddenly as I gazed at

those mountains, that glowing moon, and

those bright stars, a great wave of feeling

swept over me. I realized how little we

human beings are, and how infinitely great

is God or whatever you want to call that

Other Thing. From that moment I have

been firmly convinced there is a God. It

makes no difference to me what other peo-

ple say or think. For myself I am sure/

Had you told that boy in the evening that

the overpowering sense of God would come to

him before midnight, he would have laughed.

But suddenly and unexpectedly the inner

adjustment, the outward stimulus, and the

long-sought experience did come. Your ex-

perience of God may well come in the same

unpredictable fashion.

This fact has a special meaning for those

who are trying to help modern young people

through their religious difficulties. Time and

B From the manuscript collection of the author,
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again these boys and girls wait for years with-

out gaining a definite and convincing experi-

ence of God. They ask questions about it,

read books that describe it, and then try in

strange ways of their own to induce it in

themselves* Often nothing happens, and then

a period of intense skepticism ensues. They

announce, with the familiar assurance of

extreme youth, that there is no such thing as

a valid sense of God, and that the people who

claim to have it are victims of self-deception.

In such a situation what must older people

do? They must wait, wait until this climactic

experience like the experience of deep love

comes at its own time and in its own way. The

ultimate developments of the human spirit can

"never be hurried or forced. They demand

time, and then a perfect coordination of out-

ward stimulus and inward response. We all

know how true this is in the experience of

human love.
LWhy do we not understand that

the same principle holds true when we attempt
to find and respond to the Divine Love?
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A generation ago a boy in Colgate Uni-

versity wrote home to Ms mother that he

intended to "sweep God out of the universe,"

start again in his thinking, and thereafter take

nothing for granted* But that boy was des-

tined in time to have his long-sought experi-

ence of God. His name was Harry Emerson

Fosdick, Two generations ago a Scotch lad

of twenty-one who had been ordained to the

ministry appeared before his presbytery to

offer his resignation. He confessed in obvious

distress that he had lost his faith. He was

no longer sure of God, and he was utterly

uncertain about immortality. But those wise

friends refused to listen. They said, "You are

a very young man. You will change." And

George Matheson did change. Years later,

after his experience of God had come, he wrote

the hymn that has stirred unnumbered hearts :

Love that wilt not let me go,

I rest my weary soul in Thee,

1 give Thee back the life I owe

in thine ocean depths its flow

May richer, fuller be.
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You have been praying that those you love

may gain this priceless sense of God? This

is an experience which, like all the greatest

things in life, we can neither induce, manipu-

late, nor transfer. It is what the religious

geniuses of every generation have always

insisted it is the gift of God. We must wait

until in His own time and His own way He
scatters our darkness and lets'His light break

through.

in

Let us come now to the heart of our prob-

lem. If we admit these preliminary facts,

what are the things we can do to prepare our-

selves for the experience of God? Granted

that in the final analysis it is His gift rather

than our capture, how can we fit ourselves to

receive the gift as soon as it is offered? Here
are three simple and practical suggestions

which have proved of great help to many of us.

If you want to gain a clearer sense of God
you must, to begin with, put out of your
heart everything that seems to you yourself

unworthy. No one else can locate for you
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these secret hindrances to your higher life.

What seems insincere to one man may seem

beyond criticism to another, and habits that

may prove harmless in one personality may
prove in others cruelly injurious. Each one

of us must study himself, learn to detect the

faint warnings of his own conscience, and then

deliberately hold himself on his own highest

level. This is probably the meaning of Jesus*

profound words, "Blessed are the pure in

heart, for they shall see God." No one can

explain why this should be the case, but cen-

turies of human experience have verified Jesus*

insight. The only people who win and hold

the sense of God are those who live persistently

at their own best.

Rufus Jones quotes this testimony from a

person who had been trying for months, and

trying in vain, to win a deeper sense of God:

After a long period of jangling conflict

and inner misery I finally stopped doing

the insincere thing I had been doing for

so long. Then the marvel happened. It

was as if a great rubber-band which had
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been stretched to the breaking-point were

suddenly released and then snapped back

to its normal state. Everything in my
world changed. Everything now seemed

glorious because of its relation to some

great Central Life. Henceforth nothing

mattered but that Great Reality at the

heart of things/

You want a sense of God? Ask yourself

how much you want it. Do you want it

enough to drop all your grudges, "forgive sev-

enty times seven"? Do you want it enough
to seek it through a finer self-control, the

control of inward thoughts as well as out-

ward acts? Do you want it enough to pay its

price in unfaltering love and kindness, love

toward your enemies? "Thou shalt find Him
when thou searchest after Him with all thine

heart/* Those words have an implication

which can hardly be missed.

Here is the second suggestion. If you want
to gain a sense of God repeat deliberately and

9 In "The Mystic's Experience of God," in the Atlantic

Monthly.
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frequently whatever experiences quicken your
own finer powers. Here again there is no

universal method of procedure* Each one of

us has his own way of rousing conscience,

waking ideals, quickening aspiration, gaining

a momentary consciousness of the Infinite.

Each individual must develop his own tech-

nique of spiritual self-culture.

Some months ago a student came to me to

ask bluntly how he could gain a convincing

sense of God. I asked him if there was any

experience which gave him even for a

moment the fleeting sense of a beauty, a

love, a power-for-right greater than our own.

He hesitated for a long time and then said

slowly, "Yes, there is. I never get it in

churches. I never get it from books or lec-

tures. But ten minutes of really great music,

and I leave this world behind." There is the

experience which quickens this boy's finer

powers. There is the window of his soul

through which he can catch faint glimpses of

One who is altogether lovely* You say his

window, the window of great music, would
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never disclose God to you? Then listen to the

testimony of a man whose temperament is

entirely different. This man finds God

through silence and prayer.

Let us put by some tour of every day
Per holy things. Whether it be when dawn
Peers through the window-pane, or when the noon

Flames like a burnished topaz in the vault,

Or when the thrush pours in the ear of eve

Its plaintive melody. Some little hour

Wherein to hold rapt converse with the soul,

From sordidness and self a sanctuary

Swept by the winnowing of unseen wings
And touched by the white Light ineffable.

7

"There are as many unveilings of God as there

are saintly souls." You must find your own

path to God, and then follow it persistently.

The final suggestion is this. As we make
our quest for God we must remind our-

selves constantly that God is forever making
advances toward us through beauty, through
the powers working for right, through the

strength and kindness constantly emerging
within our heart, and through secret inner

T Clinton ScoHard.
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experiences we can never reveaL Many peo-

ple to-day seem to overlook this truth. They

speak and act as though God were trying to

elude us, as though
1 all the searching were

done by human beings and from the human

end. But the religious geniuses of the race

draw no such picture. In Jesus* matchless

parable it is the shepherd who goes hunting

for the sheep. The sheep do not have to

organize a search for the shepherd. Again
and again the mystics of the past tell us

how God found them, how vision and strength

were given, how a Divine Love persistently

followed after. And in our own day an

anonymous poet thus sums up his deepest

experience :

I find, I walk, I love but O the whole

Of lave is but my answer, Lord, to Thee!

For Thou wert long beforetime with my soul,

Always Thou lovedst me.

We are not the only ones concerned in this

quest for comradeship* God is seeking us

quite as intently as we are seeking Him. Day

by day, hour by hour He makes His advances
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toward us, through the splendor of the

world without and the silence of the world

within. If you have been seeking God for

years and seeking Him in vain, suppose you

deliberately drop your tired and bewildered

effort. Wait, grow quiet, let God find you.

He has been following and speaking all the

time, but you have been too busy to hear.

Why not listen rather than plead louder?

Why not be found rather than seek?

Go a little apart from the noise of the world,
Go near to yourself,

Listen . .

Music,

Pulse-beats of life,

Whispers of love,

They were there all the time

Like a brook that is under the ground.
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